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Abstract

Enabling Scalable Smart-Building Analytics

by

Arka Bhattacharya

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor David Culler, Chair

Modern buildings are being integrated with myriad (often >1000s) networked sensors to improve convenience, occupant comfort accessibility and energy-efficient operations. These technological improvements hold the promise of significant advances in centralized operation and management, fault diagnosis, and integration to an emerging smart grid. As of 2012, 14% of the buildings in the U.S. deployed Building Management Systems (BMS) to provide some kind of programmatic interface to the the sensors, actuators, and historical data management. Innovations in "Internet of Things" (IoT) devices have further led to connected lights, power meters, occupancy sensors and appliances that are capable of interfacing with the underlying BMS systems used in building automation. New buildings are installed with a BMS by design, and older buildings are being continuously retrofitted with networked systems for improved efficiency.

However, whether provided by novel sensor networks or legacy instrumentation, extracting meaningful information from sensor data and taking actions based on that data depends fundamentally on the metadata available to interpret it. There are more than 5 million commercial buildings in the US, with the sensors in each building set up with customized and obscure metadata. One cannot achieve scalable deployments of software analytics and applications across buildings if deploying them requires vendors and domain experts spending spending 100s of hours fixing each building. Today even well-established applications do not get deployed at scale because of this very reason. Thus, the major challenge is scalability, i.e a paradigm where an application can be written once and deployed on 100s or 1000s of buildings.

This thesis evaluates the challenges with existing metadata of sensors in smart-buildings and proposes ways to normalize it to uniform standard that would allow scalable (write-once and deploy everywhere) application development. We develop three empirical criteria for successful metadata schemas — (a) completeness, or the ability to capture all sensors, (b) ability to capture all relationships between sensors required by state-of-the-art applications, and (c) flexibility in incorporating novel sensors and applications, and usability. We empirically demonstrate that no existing smart-building sensor metadata schema satisfy these properties and develop a schema based on an underlying graphical data model, Brick, that does. We validate Brick across 6
large and diverse commercial buildings (comprising more than 17,000 sensors) in two different
continents and set up by different BMS vendors.

We also develop a human-in-the-loop synthesis technique which uses syntactic and data-
driven steps to parse legacy metadata into a common schema. This technique allows building-
experts, who might not be conversant with sophisticated regular expression programs, to parse
more than 70% of the legacy metadata in a building to a common schema by providing ex-
ample parses of only about 1% of the sensors. We also show how to use active perturbations
of subsystems in a building to construct functional relationships between subsystems that may
have been missing or incorrectly captured in legacy metadata with an accuracy of 80%. Fi-
nally, we demonstrate the power of our normalized smart-building metadata schema paradigm
by using the standardized sensor and relationship representations to implement both simple (e.g.
finding errant zones, identifying inefficient air handling subsystems to save energy) and so-
phisticated applications (e.g finding rough occupancy estimates) that scale across real-world
smart-buildings.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Trends In Building Intelligence

There is a big trend towards making large commercial buildings more responsive, energy efficient and easy-to-maintain. There are about 5 million commercial buildings in the U.S alone, and they consume 19% of all U.S energy production. 90% of the consumed energy comes from non-renewable sources, making curtailment of building energy consumption a requisite step towards the worldwide effort to mitigate global warming and ensuring a more sustainable future. Also, an increase of renewable energy penetration into the electricity grid and a heightened emphasis on supply-following loads puts the onus on commercial buildings to be more responsive to signals from the grid and possibly curtail its energy usage on demand. Additionally, commercial buildings need to be responsive to occupant comfort and desires, since occupants typically spend 40-60 hours a week in them. Finally, commercial buildings typically contain large mechanical and electrical systems controlling its different aspects, viz. its environment, lighting, power, etc. These systems need constant monitoring and supervision to identify faults which may lead to inefficient energy-use or adversely affect occupant comfort.

To gain more insight into building operation, modern buildings are increasingly being integrated with a variety of networked sensors and equipment to improve convenience, accessibility and energy-efficient operations. These technological improvements hold the promise of significant advances in centralized operation and management, fault diagnosis, and integration to an emerging smart grid. As of 2012, 14% of the buildings in the U.S. deployed Building Management Systems (BMS) [12] to manage data collection and remote actuation of the connected building infrastructure. Innovations in "Internet of Things" (IoT) devices have led to connected lights, power meters, occupancy sensors and appliances that are capable of interfacing with the underlying SCADA systems used in building automation. New buildings are installed with BMS by design, and older buildings are being continuously retrofitted with networked systems for improved efficiency. New networked devices thus present an opportunity for a building "applications plane" to provide new capabilities to building operators and occupants alike.

The current state of the art to improve the operation and responsiveness commercial building,
termed manual building commissioning, is inefficient and does not scale. It involves the facilities management having to spend between $10,000-$80,000 on a commissioning team comprising 5-10 professional experts to periodically (at intervals of 5-10 years) physically come to the building premises and spend 100s of hours manually inspecting all building systems, data from the networked sensors and blueprints to suggest improvements in building operation and control, identify faults or fix mechanical and electrical subsystems. Due to the high costs involved in the process most commercial buildings skip the periodic commissioning process or do it much less frequently than recommended. Moreover, this approach of individually ‘fixing’ a building does not scale to the millions of buildings in the U.S alone.

We posit that most of the utility of manual building commissioning can be obtained at scale through novel software. As we show later in the thesis, automated software can monitor data from the large sensor deployments for faults or inefficiencies, give the building manager more insight into building operation, and implement actuation that makes a building more responsive to occupants as well as the grid. Moreover, monitoring and self-correction can be done at intervals of hours or days rather than the 5-year timelines of manual commissioning teams. In theory, software applications can be deployed across the entire commercial building stock and achieve the scale that current manual commissioning teams cannot handle.

However, deploying novel software applications on one building, let alone across the entire smart-building stock is challenging. One of the main obstacles is the lack of uniform metadata to semantically interpret the data associated with the networked devices. Most BMS systems contain only limited, customized, obscure and often inaccurate metadata on its sensors. Even the most modern BMS systems present a cacophony of data and information flows that vary by buildings, vendors and across locations. Also, the existing metadata is often attached to specific visual graphics, where only an expert with enough context can infer the locational, functional and physical attributes of a sensor. The lack of a common data representation prevents interoperability between buildings and limits scalability of applications as developers need to map the heterogeneous data of each building to a common format. NIST estimates that the U.S. building industry loses $15.8 billion annually due to lack of interoperability standards [101]. Attempts have been made to address this problem. Building Information Models (BIM) [47] were introduced to address the interoperability concerns both for the design and operation of buildings. The resultant schemata – Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) [51] and Green Building XML (gbXML) [193] – were oriented towards design and construction efforts. As a consequence, only limited support was provided for BMS information. More recently, several schemata, e.g. Project Haystack [4], SAREF [63], have emerged to highlight the importance and use of building metadata.

Writing novel and useful software applications on building sensor deployments require not only information about the properties and characteristics of each individual sensor, but also knowledge about relationships between sensors and various subsystems in a building. For example, a fault detection algorithm trying to identify rogue zones in a building (i.e thermal zones which are always much hotter than the desired setpoints) need to identify all zone air temperature and setpoint sensors in a building, and be able to relate which zones these sensors are in, and which setpoint corresponds to which temperature sensor. Similarly other application might
require identifying the functions of other sensors, the location of a sensor, information about which subsystem a sensor is a part of, etc. Since this information is represented in different ways in each building, scalably deploying these applications face an insurmountable hurdle.

1.2 Problem Statement

Given the heterogeneity in the type and metadata of sensors in existing large sensor networks in commercial buildings, this thesis tries to answer the question — Is it possible to deploy applications scalably across smart-buildings comprising large apriori sensor networks?

There are several aspects to this question. First and foremost is our notion of smart-building applications. We draw from the wide variety of applications that have been proposed in the industry and prior academic literature. These applications can be broadly classified into a few categories such as occupancy modeling, energy apportionment, web displays, model-predictive control, participatory feedback, fault detection and diagnosis, non-intrusive load monitoring or demand response. While it is hard to predict what kind of applications will be prevalent in the digital world of the future where every aspect of a building’s control system and occupant interaction will be monitored through networked sensors, taking into account all existing applications provide a firm ground to make progress about the kinds of sensor relationships building metadata services need to provide.

Deploying applications on the smart-buildings assumes the presence of an operating system managing the sensors, a safe and robust application environment and an efficient metadata and data archiver system. There is a lot of existing work in this area, and such capabilities are provided to a limited extent by existing building management systems and by novel systems such as [65] [224]. This thesis makes contributions to sensor metadata management, and the ability for applications to express and query the relationships it needs to run, assuming that the above-mentioned systems are in place.

We achieve scale by proposing a normalized metadata schema and a way to express applications, such that we can write an application once and deploy it without any additional effort or customization to 1000s of buildings. It is important to note that not all applications can scale throughout the building stock because they might require control subsystems, sensors or relationships that are not available in every smart-building. However, even scaling the deployment to a large number of buildings with similar configuration is a substantial improvement on the state of the art.

Finally, it is not merely enough to propose a normalized metadata schema for all networked sensor systems in smart-buildings going forward. More than 14% of existing commercial buildings in the U.S alone already have legacy sensors with obscure metadata. Manually re-mapping the metadata of these sensors is an arduous task. We propose automated human-in-the-loop program synthesis and data-based intrusive and non-intrusive techniques to transform the metadata of legacy BMS systems into a normalized metadata namespace.
1.3 Thesis Roadmap

The remainder of this thesis addresses the solution to the problem statement. In Chapter 2 we provide detailed background to the existing state-of-the-art. We design an empirical methodology to evaluate the effectiveness of existing metadata schemas for sensors deployed in smart-buildings. We compare the most commonly cited existing schemas along three categories — (1) completeness, or how many of the existing sensors can they capture, (2) ability to capture relationships, or whether they can capture relationships required by applications that have already been proposed by the community, and (3) flexibility and ease-of-use, i.e., whether they can capture potential novel sensors which might be built in the future and whether they are easily understandable and usable by practitioners. We show that none of the existing metadata schemas, viz Project Haystack, Industry Foundation Classes, or Semantic Sensor Web schemas satisfy these requirements.

We then present a technique to transform the obscure, terse and inconsistent legacy metadata of existing building sensors to a normalized schema in Chapter 3. We develop an automated synthesis technique which when combined with simple data-driven machine learning learns how to transform and normalize legacy metadata tags into a well-formed representation using a small number of examples from an expert, e.g., the building manager. Such building managers understand the metadata tags, but they are unlikely to be adept at writing complex regular expression programs to transform them to a common, understandable namespace. The transformation to such a namespace yields semantic relationships between sensors, which enables analytics applications to be deployed without a priori building-specific knowledge. We demonstrate our technique on three large commercial buildings comprising 1586, 2522 and 1865 sensors respectively and come from completely different institutions with different building systems, installers, and BMS vendors. We show that a few examples are sufficient to produce rules to parse a large fraction of the tags in each building. Our technique is able to normalize the metadata of 70% of all sensors in just 24, 15 and 43 examples for the three buildings. The synthesis technique is robust enough to handle the presence of obscure and noisily encoded sensor metadata.

To tackle missing legacy metadata that capture relationships between sensors in a building, in Chapter 4 we present a novel subsystem perturbation and voting-based data-analysis technique. We show that common techniques in existing academic literature are not effective in this context due to the characteristics of the data (response lags, nested control loops, tight variable boundaries). Our algorithm utilizes perturbations of subsystem variables and guarantees that the building systems operate within normal operating regimes. We were able to identify missing functional relationships correctly in 80% of the cases.

Chapter 5 describes our novel metadata schema, Brick, which satisfies the three empirical criteria we lay out in Chapter 2. Brick has an underlying graphical data model, and defines nodes and edges to capture all possible sensor information and relationships in smart-buildings. Our design of Brick is grounded by the information from BMS across five buildings spread across two continents, comprising more than 615,000 sq-ft of floor space and more than 15,700 data points, whose BMS systems were set up by different vendors, and have vastly varying subsystems and sensors. We further refine our design requirements using eight canonical building
applications that require integrated information across commonly isolated building subsystems: HVAC, lighting, spatial and power infrastructure. We demonstrate that 98% of BMS data points across our five buildings can be mapped to Brick, and our eight applications can easily query the mapped building instances for required information. We open source the Brick schema files, the BMS metadata from our buildings, the application queries that run on top of Brick and tutorials on how to map existing building metadata to Brick.

We demonstrate the power of normalized sensor metadata across large commercial buildings in Chapter 6. We first show results from three applications which identify opportunities for large energy savings in buildings — finding errant rogue zones, finding stuck dampers and identifying inefficient air handling units — on 10 large commercial buildings. These diagnostic applications only require access to archived sensor data and exploit relationships expressed between sensors and its subsystems. We then demonstrate a non-intrusive occupancy detection technique which can be applied to diverse smart-buildings in order to quantify possible energy savings in its HVAC systems through implementation of simple schedules. Specifically, we employ a step change detection algorithm for identifying step edges of the occupancy indicative signal, which are then associated with occupancy start and end times, and consider the application of an empirical decomposition technique for removing the effect of noise and other dominant factors. We evaluate the efficacy of these techniques in three large commercial buildings in the United States and show through simulations that huge energy savings can be obtained using simple schedules that can be easily programmed into legacy HVAC systems. Should facilities managers want to further increase the energy savings, we propose adaptive schedules that can track occupancy of each zone for a given tolerance for occupant discomfort.

We conclude and discuss future avenues of research in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Legacy Building Metadata

While advances in cyberphysical systems have provided new infrastructures for monitoring and interacting with physical environments, traditional automation and control infrastructures dominate the building stock and must also advance. The monitoring and actuation networks that are wired into commercial buildings for their basic operation are increasingly accessible through the BMS (Building Management System) or SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems that host higher level control, retain historical data, and provide visualization. Many of these systems provide some kind of programmatic interface to the sensors, actuators, and historical data under their management [16, 65, 224]. But, whether provided by novel networks or legacy instrumentation, extracting meaningful information from sensor data and taking actions based on that data depends fundamentally on the metadata available to interpret it. While development of effective metadata schema has become an active topic for emerging systems, it has long been a core challenge in the legacy setting.

Often, a critical step in the deployment and engineering of large automation or building systems is formulating consistent naming conventions so that the many aspects of a “point” — its function, type, position, role, and so on — are represented in its “tag”, typically a highly constrained alphanumeric string ([82, 45]). These encodings are often quite sophisticated, as they have to convey many distinct attributes and relationships, i.e., metadata, in a compact representation that is interpreted by various engineers over many years.

However, this terse metadata is designed to be used by specially trained engineers in the field; it is not designed for machine translation. Typically, tags are attached to various screens as part of the human-machine interface of BMS and SCADA systems, so engineers can check status and plot trends. With knowledge of the intention of the naming scheme and the ad hoc association to various views, the syntax and semantics of the tag are apparent to the well-trained engineer or facilities manager. But, developing an algorithm to parse the tag and soundly identify each of the semantic attributes in it is an altogether different story. There may be no field delimiters or multiple, spurious ones; symbol definition may be context dependent; different schemas may
encode the same type of sensor; and each vendor or each deployment may follow different rules.

Thus, even with programmatic access to tags, data, and other descriptive information, scaling analytics or intelligent control across the commercial building stock to, say, improve energy efficiency is likely to be intractable, as long as the basic steps in interpreting the metadata involve labor intensive manual efforts by highly trained professionals with deep knowledge of each building. Sophisticated applications may be developed for a particular building, but require customized building-specific logic and queries, which are not portable or scalable across buildings.

There have been extensive efforts to standardize and automate the management of sensor metadata in SCADA and related systems. However, tag naming remains heterogenous and inconsistent between commercial vendors/agents [227]. Some tools (e.g [54][83]) have been created to automate the generation of tag namings, but are largely oriented to making the tags more “human readable” for later manipulation rather than making them interpretable by computers for direct analysis.

2.2 Building Applications and Required Semantic Relationships

Typically the vendor (e.g JCI, Siemens) contracted to set up the digital control systems of a particular building uses company and deployment-specific guidelines to “tag” sensor points. Often, the only metadata accompanying a sensor stream is its tag ([82]); wherein the vendor and the facilities manager try to encode all the pertinent information for a particular sensor. In our test buildings a sensor tag BLDA1R465__ART encodes the following information: BLD denotes the site name, A1 indicates it is part of the first air handling unit, R465 indicates it is located in room 465, and ART indicates it is an air temperature sensor. Another sensor labelled BLDA1R465__ARS indicates that it is in the same room 465 (R465), part of the first air handling unit (A1) but is a room temperature setpoint (ARS). Note, the two example tags not only encode the location and function of the sensors, but also the semantic relationship between them and other sub-systems in the building.

These encodings typically vary between buildings (often, even those deployed by same the vendor) — for instance, in another building in our data set, a tag looks like this: BLD.S2-06:CTL STPT:PRIORITY with 06 indicating that the sensor was part of the 6th variable air volume unit on the second floor (S2), and CTL STPT:PRIORITY means that it is an air temperature setpoint.

Such custom, condensed encodings are widespread. We surveyed several different BMS vendors (e.g [16][202][125]) and found many variants of such encodings and no other available metadata for the sensors. This makes it hard to infer a sensor’s context uniformly across buildings and precludes the development of applications that can scale across buildings. This non-uniform metadata problem is exacerbated by the custom metadata schemas of wireless sensor networks and novel sensors (such as BLE temperature and humidity sensors, etc.) deployed
in buildings, making it extremely hard to deploy new applications like energy visualization, demand response, energy disaggregation, occupancy modeling, model predictive control, or anomaly detection in an unknown building, and porting the same application across buildings.

2.3 Shortcomings of Prior Normalized Smart-Building Metadata Schema Proposals

There have been many efforts to come up with a common metadata schema for all buildings. We evaluate three of these schemas: (1) Project Haystack [4], (2) Industry Foundation Classes [121], and (3) Semantic Sensor Networks [59].

Project Haystack [4] aims to address heterogeneity in buildings using Tags to label different entities such as sensors or subsystems. For example, a temperature sensor in a particular thermal zone in a building would have the Tags: \([\text{zone}, \text{temperature}, \text{sensor}]\). Tags provide a flexible and easy to use framework for annotating metadata to building data points. An application can identify the set of concepts or sensors in a building by querying for tags. Haystack provides a vocabulary of tags that describes building equipment, weather, different types of data points and properties such as unit and data type. Haystack captures relationships between subsystems using references (akin to foreign keys in databases). The referential system is not generic and one can express only a few kinds of relationship in Haystack, e.g. which zone is served by which variable air volume unit, or which air volume unit is served by which air handling unit. It defines tagging models, data formats and data structures to exchange data over HTTP using REST APIs. Their documentation provides guidelines for which specific tags and references can be used, how to use the tags to create hierarchies and relationships between different entities of interest. Haystack uses a customized data format (Zinc) and there are no standard tools that enforce or verify the myriad set of rules laid out in their documentation. The lack of tools and a number of key missing concepts, such as rooms and floors, make it difficult to map existing buildings to Haystack.

IFC [31] is a standardized Building Information Model (BIM) that developed from the need to have a common exchange model for 3D architectural drawings. Common exchange formats include Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), COBie, and gbXML. IFC is the most comprehensive format of the three. It was first standardized in 2000 as ISO 16739 [121] and supports explicit modeling of sensors, actuators and controllers since version 4 (published in 2013). COBie is a subset (view) of IFC that focuses on simple export formats such as Excel [75]. The Green Building XML schema gbXML [100] is another format that concentrates on energy performance analysis tools and has rudimentary elements to model sensors, and no dedicated taxonomy of semantic types for sensors. In this thesis, we only evaluate IFC. They are well designed to capture relationships within building components. For example, IFC is good at capturing space related information. However, the concept of Sensors was only added in the latest version and is still in its infancy. Thus, IFC lacks many of the common metadata attributes found in a typical BMS. Further, the focus on building CAD models makes IFC too verbose for a concise representa-
tion that application developers can grasp easily. To determine functional relationships between different subsystems in a building, one would have to traverse the spatial relationships.

Semantic ontologies provide an alternative approach, with a formal language to represent essential concepts, domain hierarchies and relationships between the concepts. Ontology models the semantics of a certain domain. They usually base on a very atomic concept of defining objects (nouns) and their relationships (verbs) in terms of triples. Ontology models usually have an open world-assertion, that states that the knowledge is never fully defined and extensible by default. This results in the behaviour that many ontologies reference to other so called upper ontologies that specify specialize vocabulary that is reused. The Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology is a set of domain independent concepts to model sensors [59], defined by the W3C consortium. It is derived from several scientific ontologies and strongly orients on the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standard. The SSN ontology is domain independent and, therefore, provides no specific taxonomy to model domain specific sensor tags. The classes range from the physical devices (Sensor) that sample individual values (Observation) of a physical variable (Property) belonging to the system monitored (FeatureOfInterest). This enables various function like classifying sensors, searching for sensors, composing sensors, transforming data, collating data, inferring domain knowledge, and producing and analysing events. Considerable approaches from the Sensor Web domain are SensorML [42], OntoSensor [195], and the Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSN) [59]. Other domain ontologies such as [178,41] provide similar concepts to describe sensors and the observed context. Also IFC can be represented as ontology due to the similarity in representation [32]. There exist also domain specific ontology that provide approaches to describe building sensors with ontologies. They primarily try to overcome the long history of interoperability problems in buildings due to the diversity of systems and technologies [178]. There is a wide research community is concentrated on developing middleware solutions. The often add a special kind of intelligent gateway to the network that convert messages from heterogeneous devices to achieve interoperability. Other approaches assume special device architectures that support agents or Web Services where ontologies are used here to model the system in an abstract, platform independent way. The main focus of the system model lies on interoperability as well as plug and play functionality at runtime. Other approaches use ontologies to model devices for context awareness or Ambient Intelligence features. Most of the examples are of an academic nature such as eHome [190], DogOnt [41], LinkSmart [81], SENSO [149], CONON [106], IntelliDomo [216], Charatisis et al. [48], AMIGO [102], eDIANA [18] and A3ME [114]. The first commercial approach is BrightCore [146]. Some of these approaches use own definitions of the building structure, but, not one considers a connection to a BIM. Only the ThinkHome project [189] intended to use a standardized BIM (IFC), but results have not yet been published. A number of ontologies focus on realizing specific applications like controlling things [41], energy management [142], or automated design and operation [181]. Daniele et al. [63] combined these ontology modeling efforts in collaboration with industry to create a simple but unified model called SAREF. They identify 20 recurring concepts in homes and buildings across these ontologies, and lay out the steps to convert SAREF to a custom ontology.

Haystack Tagging Ontology (HTO) [49] maps the Haystack tags to an ontology, with each
tag corresponding to an ontology class. Thus, HTO is able to combine the flexibility of tags and the formal modeling of ontologies to define essential BMS metadata and the relationships between entities. However, HTO confines the ontology to the defined tags, and the building entities which are a collection of tags (e.g. zone temperature sensor) are not modeled. HTO also does not provide a way to compose complex subsystems in a building and relies on Haystack tagging for mapping raw metadata to the ontology.

2.4 Empirical Evaluation of Existing Schemas

We use sensor metadata from three large commercial buildings, each set up by a different Building Management System (BMS) vendor, and a list of 87 published smart-building applications[2] to evaluate the three schemas based on the following criteria:

- **Completeness:** Could all the distinct sensor metadata information (such as a sensor’s location, type, etc.) contained in these buildings be represented by these schemas?

- **Ability to Capture Relationships:** Is it possible to express all the sensor relationships (required by the applications we study) through these schemas?

- **Flexibility:** How flexible are these schemas to capture uncertainty in the metadata (e.g. uncertainty over whether an air pressure sensor is located before or after a damper), or the emergence of new sensors (e.g. Apple iBeacon, Kinect, card swiping machines) and subsystems (e.g. a smart couch) ?

Our results show that none of the three schemas capture all the available sensor metadata, nor express all the relationships required by novel applications, nor capture any notion of uncertainty, nor allow easy extensibility to model novel sensors[1].

We evaluate the effectiveness of the metadata schemas on three buildings set up by different BMS vendors [10]. One of the buildings (henceforth referred to as DUB) is located in Dublin, Ireland and two (SODA and SDH) in Berkeley, California, U.S.A. The metadata of the BMS sensors in these buildings were manually mapped against a set of Haystack tags to the extent possible. In cases where Haystack did not have the relevant tags, we developed our own consistent tag names.

**Terminology:** We define a *sensor label* as a collection of tags capturing a sensor’s metadata. For example, in one of the buildings in our testbed, a sensor was encoded with the metadata SODA1R465__ART. This indicated that the sensor was a *zone air temp sensor* (ART) in *zone 465* (zoneRef: 465) which is served by *ahu 1* (ahuRef: 1) in the *site SOD* (SOD). Hence its sensor label is *‘site ahu ahuRef zone zoneRef zone return temp sensor’*, each of the terms in the label being a ‘tag’. Sensor labels indicate which tags the building vendors put together while framing the custom metadata of a sensor. The three buildings have 2028, 2551, and 1586 sensors respectively, comprising of 510, 148, and 281 distinct sensor labels.

---

1This work was done in collaboration with Joern Ploennigs, IBM Research Ireland [39]
The results for the three buildings, labeled SODA, SDH and DUB are shown in Figure 2.1. The histogram of the tags is shown in Fig. 2.1a. Many tags, such as site, zone, sensor are common across the buildings. This illustrates that a taxonomy of common tags exists between various buildings. However, Fig. 2.1b shows that none of the three studied schemas has a taxonomy that includes all the tags used in these buildings. Hence, none of the three schemas are complete. The most common sensor labels (or aggregation of tags) in our dataset are shown in Fig. 2.1c. Although tags are common across buildings, sensor labels are not, showing that different BMS vendors use different combinations of tags while describing a sensor which might perform the same function. Also note that the frequency of occurrence of individual tags are Pareto distributed, implying that getting a common taxonomy of a few tags can result in normalizing a large amount of building metadata.

We quantify the extent to which the tags identified in our testbed are expressible in the three studied metadata schemas. We also analyze a set of 87 applications from the building application literature[2] to quantify whether the schemas can capture the required sensor relationships.

The main classes of applications, their metadata relationship requirements and whether these relationships can be expressed in Project Haystack, IFC and Semantic Web is shown in Table 2.1. The first column lists the needed relationships between different dimensions of metadata. For example, ‘sensor \(\leftrightarrow\) function’ states that a link between the sensor entity and the functional semantic of the sensor is required. Hierarchical relationships are possible such as ‘location \(\leftrightarrow\) location’ refers to relating the sub-locations to a location. The second column provides an intuitive query example for each relationship. The applications listed in the columns 3 to 10. An ‘X’ indicates that a specific relationship is required to automate the application. The last three columns show which relationships are supported by the studied metadata schema. The last three rows in the table then compute the applicability of each schemata as the fraction of the required relationships that is captured by a particular schema.

### 2.4.1 Project Haystack

**Completeness:** Figure 2.1b shows the tags supported by Haystack in our three testbed buildings. Project Haystack supports 54% of the unique tags used in the three datasets. Weighted by the occurrence frequency of the tags in the dataset, Haystack supports 63% of the tags. While Haystack has well-defined tags to capture very commonly used sensor types, e.g. zone temperature sensors, its tags are incapable of representing (a) building-specific sensors such as a fault-detecting sensor that is monitoring the status of a pump in the condenser water loop, (b) common sensors outside the HVAC system, such as whether a light array is monochromatic or has hue controls, or whether an entire light panel is controlled by a single sensor or by multiple sensors.

**Ability to Capture Relationships:** Table 2.1 compares the relationships required by common applications toward the support in Haystack. Although Project Haystack is capable of capturing relationships between HVAC subsystems, it cannot model relationships between spatial elements, such as the list of rooms in a floor. Also, Haystack is unable to capture relationships
### Table 2.1: Relationships required and expressibility of apps existing metadata schemas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationships</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Occupancy Modelling</th>
<th>Energy Apportionment</th>
<th>Web Displays</th>
<th>Model Predictive Control</th>
<th>Participatory Feedback</th>
<th>Fault Detection and Diagnosis</th>
<th>Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring</th>
<th>Demand Response</th>
<th>Haystack</th>
<th>IFC</th>
<th>Semantic Web</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sensor ↔ function</td>
<td>sensorsOf(type)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensor ↔ location</td>
<td>sensorsIn(room)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location ↔ location</td>
<td>roomsIn(building)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asset ↔ location</td>
<td>ahuOf(room)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensor ↔ asset</td>
<td>sensorsOf(AHU)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asset ↔ asset</td>
<td>ahuSupplying(vav)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location ↔ persons</td>
<td>occupantOf(room)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location ↔ organisation</td>
<td>ownerOf(room)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gadget ↔ persons</td>
<td>macAddrOfPhone(user)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gadget ↔ location</td>
<td>computerIn(room)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meter ↔ location</td>
<td>meterOf(room)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meter ↔ gadget</td>
<td>meterOf(computer)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meter ↔ asset</td>
<td>meterOf(ahu)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meter ↔ sensor</td>
<td>sensorUnder(meter)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applicability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Haystack</th>
<th>IFC</th>
<th>Semantic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References: 1[130][127]; 2[98][10]; 3[24]; 4[150]; 5[110][124]; 6[179][220]; 7[150][6]; 8[222]; A more complete set of citations is available in [2].

**Applicability** denotes what fraction of the required relationships is captured by a particular schema.

between different views (spatial, HVAC, power) of a building, e.g. which set of rooms/floors an HVAC zone comprises of.

**Flexibility:** The schema has no way to capture any uncertainty, does not capture any novel sensors/electronic gadgets (such as computers, iPhones, etc.), and requires consensus among the community to include new sensor tags into the vocabulary.

### 2.4.2 Building Information Models (IFC)

**Completeness:** IFC supports 11 predefined semantic types, such as CO2, heat, temperature and sound sensors, with additional properties specifying units, values, type, etc. 22 generic measurement types such as count, electric current, length and time are available. IFC provides concepts for 29% of the unique tags in our dataset (Figure 2.1b), and 60% when weighted by tag occurrence frequency.

**Ability to Capture Relationships:** IFC has its foundation in 3D geometrical modelling and provide comprehensive ways to model spatial and asset relationships (Table 2.1). The main shortcoming with IFC is that metadata is primarily related via 3D objects, making it hard to
query even simple things, such as if two devices are located within the same room. It is also not possible to assign multiple sensor types to a device, e.g. modeling multi-sensors that sample semantically different values. Concepts for humans and novel sensors do not exist.

**Flexibility:** Although, IFC and gbXML formats are built to be extensible, an extension to the standardized core model requires consensus from a community primarily focused on building design. Also it is unable to capture uncertainty of 3D objects such as room size, wall thickness, etc.

### 2.4.3 Semantic Sensor Web

We use the Smart Appliances REFerence (SAREF) ontology([62]) in our comparison.

**Completeness:** SAREF classifies device functionality roughly into Sensing, Actuating, Metering. For each function a specific sensor type can be defined as a literal. By default 5 types (Temperature, Occupancy, Humidity, Motion, Smoke, Pressure) are provided. Meter types such as Water, Gas, Pressure, Energy, and Power are provided. This small set of default tags results in a coverage of only 11% of the tags in our dataset, (8% when weighted by frequency).

**Ability to Capture Relationships:** The SAREF ontology allows modeling hierarchies of spatial elements, but does not specify modeling of assets (such as AHUs, VAVs, etc.). This strongly reduces the applicability of the SAREF ontology to the use cases defined in Table 2.1. Units are specified using the external ontology – Units of Measure (OM). SAREF links 20 ontologies that define concepts for other areas. This demonstrates an inherent strength of the semantic web, as additional ontologies can be linked and reused to model aspects such as organizational structure, novel devices, etc. However, a strict guideline of which ontology should be used is not provided by SAREF.

**Flexibility:** Ontologies differentiate between classes (kind of things) with attributes (properties of things) and individuals (instances of classes) with relationships (links between instances). While such ontologies are helpful in defining a clear and verifiable meta-model, it only allows capturing uncertainty on an individual level, such as multi-lingual names. Also, addition of novel sensors and taxonomies requires a consensus by the standards body.

### 2.5 Related Work on Normalizing Legacy Metadata Tags Into a Uniform Smart-Building Metadata Schema

#### 2.5.1 Extracting Information From Legacy Metadata Schemas

There have been various data-driven efforts to capture the contextual and semantic relationships between sensors in order to build applications, such as type classification of sensors([169]) and finding spatial relationships between sensors ([91], [116],[141]). However, these techniques either classify sensors into broad categories (type classification), and do not capture semantic (or functional) relations between sensors (e.g. which air temperature sensor is related to which setpoint
sensor), and hence are not useful in writing applications which depend on the semantic relationships between sensors. Even if techniques like [91, 116, 141] can predict that an air flow sensor and a temperature sensor are in the same room, it cannot determine the air handling system the room is a part of — information often encoded in the sensor metadata tag directly.

There has also been prior work in substring extraction [107], and log record manipulation [131] using examples from a human. However, spreadsheet and log data comprise records encoded in very few schemas or formats, requiring only two or three human examples to synthesize programs to extract all the required fields. These techniques fail to parse building sensor metadata, which present a far more heterogenous and noisy dataset, containing many different schemas and hundreds of encoded fields (comparison shown in Figure 3.3). We achieve the required robustness using a combination of clustering and domain-specific language constructs. We draw from the boolean classification techniques in [107] to avoid over-generalization of synthesized rules. In the building domain, industrial softwares like PI from OSIsoft [170] give users the ability to generate wildcard regular expressions to select a set of tags. Our domain-specific language provides for much more powerful regular expressions than such software. [201, 180] use string matching to find the most likely fields in building tags. This approach breaks down when fields are represented by only one or two characters, as shown in our previous examples.

2.5.2 Challenges in Normalizing Legacy Metadata

Experts, often facility managers or maintenance professionals, are not well-equipped to construct the correct regular expression programs themselves to parse legacy metadata into a normalized schema. Moreover, inconsistencies in the metadata structure including obscure and noisy tag encodings require hundreds of very complex regular expressions, which would make manual regex generation error-prone, if not impossible. Automatically synthesizing regular expression programs that transform primitive metadata into a common desired namespace using examples from the expert addresses both these concerns.

Unlike machine opcodes, the language of the primitive metadata was not created with the intention of being machine decode-able. Machine opcodes generally have specific fields which specify how to parse a particular sequence of characters/bits (fixed field encodings) which make designing a language for parsing tractable. On the other hand, primitive sensor metadata may suffer from the following inconsistencies which make parsing hard:

- **Context-dependence**: Different fields may be coalesced in a context-dependent way. For instance, the sixth letter — C — in BLDA1C600A_ART denotes the value for the field room, while in BLDC1C2_____TMR it denotes the value for field chiller.

- **Multiple Schemas**: Tags within a particular building may comprise several different schemas. For instance, a sensor with the metadata BLDA1C600A_ART should be parsed as

\[\text{BLDA1C600A_ART}\]

2 we illustrate examples from one building in our dataset. These challenges appear in all the three buildings in our dataset.
each token representing the value of a different field. In the same building, there exists sensors with metadata such as BLDS03AR179ART, which is tokenized as BLD S 03A R 179 ART.

- Variable Delimiters: The metadata schema also does not depend on specific delimiters. As shown in the example BLD A 1 C 600A_ ART, letters themselves can be the delimiters for some tokens, and underscore characters for others.

- Spurious Delimiters: Some tokens may have delimiters as a part of the token. For instance, in the same dataset a sensor with the tag BLDA2S14SASA_M, for example, should be parsed as BLD A 2 S 14 SASA_M.

- Multiple values for the same field: some fields may be expressed by multiple different values. For instance, the field room may be denoted by an R or a C, while the field damper valve position maybe expressed as either VAV or VP.

- Noisy metadata: The tags of some sensors may have misplaced or wrong tokens borne out of human error.

There have been various data-driven efforts to capture the contextual and semantic relationships between sensors in order to build applications, such as type classification of sensors [169] and finding spatial relationships between sensors ([91, 116, 141]). However, these techniques either classify sensors into broad categories (type classification), and do not capture semantic (or functional) relations between sensors (e.g. which air temperature sensor is related to which setpoint sensor), and hence are not useful in writing applications which depend on the semantic relationships between sensors. Even if techniques like [91, 116, 141] can predict that an air flow sensor and a temperature sensor are in the same room, it cannot determine the air handling system the room is a part of — information often encoded in the sensor metadata tag directly.

### 2.6 Technical Problem Statement

Given the background developed in Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 we articulate our problem statement in more detail — “Is it possible to normalize legacy smart-building sensor metadata with little effort into an expressive, complete, usable and uniform metadata schema such that novel applications leveraging the resulting standardized sensor and relationship representations can be run unmodified across diverse smart-buildings?”

In the following chapters, we describe a human-in-the-loop synthesis technique coupled with perturbation of sensors and careful analysis of the associated data to normalize the legacy metadata of existing building sensors. Our technique uses clustering and data-based sensor association to circumvent the challenges related to machine-parsing described in Section 2.5. We also design a metadata schema based on a general graphical data model that satisfies the empirical criteria laid out in Section 2.4. Finally, we demonstrate this normalized metadata paradigm where sensors, its attributes and inter-relationships have standard representations can enable
applications which can not only diagnose common problems in buildings, but can measure response of building subsystems to occupant behavior which can then be used to improve occupant comfort and mitigate energy loss.
Figure 2.1: Analysis of tags and sensor labels in the three buildings.
Chapter 3

Normalizing Legacy Smart-Building Metadata

In this chapter we develop an automated synthesis technique that learns how to transform and normalize legacy metadata tags of sensors in large-commercial buildings into a well-formed representation (cf., [4]) using a small number of examples from an expert, e.g., the building manager. As mentioned in Section 2.5 building managers understand the tags, but they are unlikely to be adept at writing complex regular expression programs to transform them to a common, understandable namespace. The transformation to such a namespace yields semantic relationships between sensors, which enables analytics applications to be deployed without a priori building-specific knowledge.

3.1 Brief Overview of Technique

We draw inspiration from programming-by-example techniques developed in [107]. To our knowledge, this work is the first attempt to apply these techniques to buildings, and find that the techniques must be fundamentally rethought to work well in building systems. Our approach is shown in Figure 3.1. To reduce the complexity of parsing the varied and inconsistent schemas contained within a building, we first cluster the sensor metadata into chunks which are more likely to share a common schema. An example is selected from one of the clusters and provided to an expert to parse into a common namespace (In practice, a simple GUI is provided for this). Based on the example parse, we synthesize rules from a domain-specific language which are consistent with the expert-provided example. We then apply these rules to parse the field encodings of the remaining sensor tags in that cluster, i.e., to generalize the example to a program that can parse many of the tags. Based on the resultant parsing, a new example is selected to be presented to the expert, and so on. Ideally, a few iterations of this example-driven synthesis loop should produce rules that correctly parse a large fraction of the tags. In practice, this is the case, but several important factors and subtleties arise, which we study in the sequel.

Once progress has been made in qualifying tags through these syntactic methods, if we have
access to the data streams for the points associated with the tags, we can employ learning on
the data to attempt to find points that are semantically related, but with syntactically distinct
tags. This ‘boosting’ is represented by the second loop in the figure. In either loop, an important
question is how to select the next example to present to the expert, since the human in the loop
is the precious resource. And, a critical question is when to stop. Typically, most of the tags in a
building conform to a few simple encoding formats, but many indiosyncratic formats are present
with few tags each. With proper clustering, selection, rule synthesis and generalization, the vast
majority of tags are resolved with a few examples, but a long tail of obscure ones remains.
On the other hand, the real goal of this process is to enable portable applications on buildings
and any such application only requires certain types of points. Thus, we also study how many
examples are needed to resolve all the points that are relevant to certain important applications.

The three large commercial buildings used in our study have 1586, 2522 and 1865 sensors
respectively and come from completely different institutions with different building systems, in-
stallers, and BMS vendors. We find that, indeed, a few examples are sufficient to produce rules
to parse a large fraction of the tags in each. Our technique is able to normalize the metadata of
70% of all sensors in just 24, 15 and 43 examples for the three buildings. The synthesis tech-
nique is robust enough to handle the presence of obscure and noisily encoded sensor metadata.
However, the pre-clustering step is essential in some buildings to avoid over-generalization of the synthesized rules. We study the criteria used to select the next example to present to the expert and find that random selection generally performs better than application-specific heuristics, and choosing a random example from the cluster with the largest number of yet-unqualified tags is robust.

Each building has a long list of obscure tag formats which slows convergence; to parse the entire set of tags requires in 161, 116 and 196 examples respectively. However, the applications of interest generally do not require normalizing the metadata of all sensors in a building, but only specific sensor types. That is not to say they are uniformly encoded throughout — in one of our buildings, the zone temperature sensors were encoded six different ways.

The Data-Driven Example Selection builds a random forest classifier for the set of sensors required for an application from the set of sensors already normalized, and applies it to the remaining sensors in the building to identify similar sensors that have not yet been presented to the expert. This classifier is built using a feature vector computed from the physical data associated with the sensors. For three applications on the two of our buildings with accessible data streams the required sensors are parsed with an order of magnitude fewer examples than with only syntactic example selections.

The techniques developed here are likely to be applicable to the other large legacy sensor networks, such as industrial processing, or urban monitoring, and provide a metadata framework that can be adopted without need for such learning-based transformations in emerging sensor networks.

We describe our program synthesis and example selection techniques in Section 3.2. We evaluate our synthesis technique on three large commercial buildings, and run three portable efficiency applications on them in Section 3.3.

### 3.2 Automated Metadata Construction Techniques

We now describe the techniques used to perform each of the four main components of our system, i.e., apriori Syntactic Clustering (3.2.1), Rule Synthesis and Application (3.2.2), selecting an example for the expert using only the sensors’ metadata syntax (3.2.3) or through data (3.2.4).

#### 3.2.1 Syntactic Clustering

Given a building’s sensor tags, we perform syntactic clustering on them. This preconditioning step has three advantages — (a) tags in a resulting cluster are more regular, and hence helps our rule synthesis algorithm converge, (b) the cluster with the most number of unqualified tags is a good metric to decide which example to next select for an expert’s parse, (c) the rule synthesis and application happens only on the tags in the same cluster as the expert-provided example, and is computationally fast.

In constructing the feature vector, we aim to cluster tags which resemble fixed field encodings together. Unlike clustering text documents, we have no apriori notion of delimiters or
words. We assume all non-alphanumeric character to be a potential delimiter. We replace contiguous runs of alphabets, numerals and special characters with a single number — alphabets are denoted by 1, numerals by 2 and each special character as an independent but consistent number. Thus, the tag BLDAIR465__ART is denoted in our feature space as ⟨1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1⟩, and BLDS03AR179ART as ⟨1, 2, 1, 2, 1⟩. Intuitively, points which are close together in this space have the same relative positioning of alphanumeric characters, and thus can be parsed by a similar synthesized program. The feature vector corresponding to a particular sensor is then padded with 0s to make them have the same number of dimensions.

We perform agglomerative clustering based on the jaccard distance between the feature vectors as the distance metric. We define the heterogeneity metric within a cluster to be the average of all-pair jaccard distances, and at each step merge two clusters if the heterogeneity of the resultant cluster is below a specified threshold. Clusters thus formed are more regular (since they have similar positioning of alphabets, numerals and delimiters). Tags with idiosyncratic schema form their own clusters.

### 3.2.2 Rule Synthesis and Rule Application

Our synthesis technique selects a sensor tag and presents the example to an expert for a parse. We first introduce terminology that we will use throughout this section, followed by an overview and a description of the synthesis technique.

**Terminology:** The expert is expected to point out (Field, Value, Value Type) tuples in the sensor tag. A field is mapped on to a substring of the tag, which is called its value. A field can have a constant or a variable value. A value is a constant if it is not specific to that particular tag, and variable otherwise.

**Sample Input:** Suppose the expert is presented with an example BLDAIR465__ART. This tag indicates that it is in Building BLD, is part of the first air handling unit, indicated by the character A1, in room 465 (R465) and it is the area temperature sensor (ART). The expert should provide the parse as: BLDAIR465__ART : (site, BLD, const), (ahu, A, const), (ahuRef, 1, var), (zone, R, const), (zoneRef, 465, var), (zone air temp sensor, ART, const). The site field’s value is BLD, which is not specific to that particular sensor tag. Hence, the expert should mark it as a constant. On the other hand, the value of the zoneRef field is specific to that sensor, and hence should be marked as variable.

**Sample Output:** The synthesis technique should be able to identify the learned fields in a new tag automatically. For example, given a new tag BLDA5R577A__ART, it should output the set of tuples: BLDA5R577A__ART : (site, BLD), (ahu, A), (ahuRef, 5), (zone, R), (zoneRef, 577A), (zone air temp sensor, ART, const). If there exists a portion of the tag for which the synthesis technique has not yet received an example, it should remain unmapped to any field-value tuple.

1since BLDA is a continuous run of alphabets, it is replaced by a single 1
2so that strings with a higher number of common coordinates would be clustered together
3We set the threshold to 0 in our experiments
4ahuRef, zoneRef are idioms from the Haystack taxonomy
We term each of these tuples as a *qualification*, because it qualifies a set of alphanumeric characters into field-value pairs in a common namespace. A tag is *fully qualified*, if every alphanumeric character in it was correctly qualified by the set of outputted field-value pairs. The goal of the expert should be to use fields from the set of markers and idioms defined in Project Haystack [4]. There might be cases where the correct field (such as specific alarms, etc) is not part of the Haystack taxonomy. In these cases, we expect the expert to use an easily understandable long-form field name, which is consistent across the entire building.

**Synthesis technique overview (within each cluster)**: The high-level aim of the technique is to learn two sets of information from the given input-output examples — (a) which fields are applicable on a particular sensor tag, and (b) what is the set of regular expressions that transform the tag to the value of the corresponding field.

From each expert example, and for each field in the expert-provided qualification, the set of all expressions from the language (shown in Figure 3.2), that could extract the required field’s value is computed. If there are multiple examples for the same field, the substring extraction rules of the multiple examples are intersected to obtain a more concise set of expressions. If the substring extraction rules cannot be intersected, they are maintained as two disjoint sets, which we shall hereby term as a partitions.

Finally, for each field and each disjoint set of extraction rules/regular expressions therein, a classifier in the form of **If Then ... Else** statements is built, where the conditions are boolean in the Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) [7]. These classifiers dictate whether a particular field is applicable to a particular sensor tag, and which regular expression partition should be applied to it. Thus, we can independently consider each field to be a potential output for a sensor tag. If a field is deemed to be applicable by its classifier, then the value of that field would be generated by the regular expressions synthesized by our technique.

Learning a classifier for each field separately has two advantages. The classifier is able to identify and extract fields from other sensor tags, irrespective of the formatting of the rest of the tag. Suppose two zone temperature sensors have the tags BLDA1R465__ART (expansion described above) and BLD_300___ART: (site, BLD), (zoneRef, 300), (zone air temp sensor, ART). In both cases, the first three characters denotes the value of the site field, and the substring ART denotes that it was a zone air temp sensor. Learning classifiers for the fields site and zone air temp sensor would enable us to gain useful information by automatically applying these fields on the second sensor, even though we might not know its zoneRef. Thus, we are able to transform as much of the metadata as possible without having to depend on another example from the expert.

**The language**: The language is designed to take into account various possible metadata encodings that can occur in sensor tags. We assume that the substring corresponding to the value of a field can be obtained by either (a) extracting substrings between two constant indices, (b) extracting the substring between two other fields or regular expressions, and (c) as a constant

---

5This can be achieved by presenting the expert a set of fields that has already been used in that building to qualify that particular substring.

6the clusters formed in Section 3.2.1

7same technique as in [107]
Figure 3.2: Language for learning substring extraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformation Program $P$</th>
<th>$\text{if } b_1 \text{ then } e_1$ \text{ else if } $b_2$ \text{ then } $e_2$</th>
<th>$\ddots$ \text{ else tag not exist in string}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boolean classifier $b_i$</td>
<td>$d_1 \lor d_2 \lor \ldots \lor d_n$</td>
<td>$p_1 \land p_2 \land \ldots \land p_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conject $d_i$</td>
<td>$\text{Occurs}(v, r, k) \lor \text{OccursAtPos}(v, r, c)$</td>
<td>$\text{True, iff regular expression } r \text{ occurs in string } v \text{ at index } c$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extraction Rule $e$</th>
<th>$\text{Substring}(v, p_1, p_2)$</th>
<th>$\text{Substring}$ of string $v$ between positions $p_1$ and $p_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substring $(v, p_1, p_2)$</td>
<td>$\text{Constant}(k) \lor \text{PrecedeSucceed}(r_1, r_2, c) \lor \text{ConstantWidth}(k)$</td>
<td>$\text{Index at the } c^{th} \text{ intersection of regular expression } r_1 \text{ and } r_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position $p_1$</td>
<td>$\text{Index } p_1 + k$, where $p_1$ is starting index of substring</td>
<td>$\text{Tokens}(T_1, \ldots, T_n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrecedeSucceed $(r_1, r_2, c)$</td>
<td>$\text{ConstantWidth}(k)$</td>
<td>$\text{Alphabets}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstantWidth $(k)$</td>
<td>$\text{TokenS}(T_1, \ldots, T_n)$</td>
<td>$\text{constant tag value entered by expert}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The top level expression of the language is the classifier — the If $b_i$ Then $e_i$ structure, which applies the substring expression $e_i$ to the input only if it matches the boolean expression $b_i$. The boolean function is in the Disjunctive Normal Form and is composed of predicates of the form $\text{Occurs}(v_i, r, k)$, which evaluates to true, iff the input $v_i$ has $k$ occurrences of the regular expression $r$, or $\text{OccursAtPos}(v_i, r, c)$ which evaluates to true iff the input $v_i$ has a regular expression $r$ which occurs at index $c$.

The Substring expression $\text{Substring}(v_i, p_1, p_2)$, evaluates to the substring between positions $p_1$ and $p_2$ of the string $v_i$. $\text{Constant}(k)$ denotes the integer position $k$ in the substring. A position expression $\text{PrecedeSucceed}(r_1, r_2, c)$ when applied on a string $s$ evaluates to an integer position $t$ in the subject string $s$ such that $r_1$ matches some suffix $s[0..t]$ and $r_2$ matches some prefix of $s[t..l]$ (where $l = \text{Length}(s)$). Also, $t$ is the $c^{th}$ such match starting from the left end of the string. If such an position $t$ does not exist in the string, this operator fails. $\text{ConstantWidth}(k)$ is an operator which indicates a constant offset index from the position $p_1$. The regular expressions are either just a single token $\tau$, or a token sequence, $\text{Tokens}(\tau_1..\tau_n)$, or $\epsilon$ (which matches the empty string). The tokens $\tau$ comprise of a single token to denote alphabetic characters (referred to as $\text{AlphTok}$), one for numeric characters (referred to as $\text{NumTok}$), one for each special character, and one for each constant value entered by the user. The output is obtained by applying the resultant $\text{Substring}(v_i, p_1, p_2)$ operation.
We provide a couple of examples to elucidate how the field-value extraction technique works.

**Example 1:** Tag : BLDA1R465__ART, desired output value : ART (for the field *zone air temperature sensor*).

Possible programs synthesized: SubString\((s, \text{Constant}(11), \text{Constant}(14))\), or SubString\((s, \text{PrecedeSucceed}(\text{UnderscoreToken}, \text{ART}, 1), \text{ConstantWidth}(3))\).

**Example 2:** Suppose the synthesis algorithm has seen two examples (a) BLDA1R465__ART, for which the value for field *ahuRef* is 1 and (b) BLD_300__ART, in which the field *ahuRef* does not exist, and hence should not be applied.

Possible programs synthesized to extract the value of the field *zoneRef* is: If \(b_1\) Then \(e_1\), where \(b_1 = \text{OccursAtPos}(s, (A), 3)\), \(e_1 = \text{Substring}(s, \text{Constant}(4), \text{ConstantWidth}(1))\). This program ensures that the field *ahuRef* is only applied to tags similar to the former, and not to the latter.

**Example 3:** Consider the following tags from our testbed, in which the first sensor is a status indicator connected to supply fan 4, while the second is a variable air volume unit airflow sensor in room 5871.

*Tag 1*: BLDA4S1831_STA : [ (site, BLD, const), (ahu, A, const), (ahuRef, 4, var), (supply fan, S, const), (supply fanRef, 1831, var), (status point, STA, const) ] ; and

*Tag 2*: BLDA3R5871_VAV : [ (site, BLD, const), (ahu, A, const), (ahuRef, 3, var), (zone, R, const), (zoneRef, 5871, var), (vav, VAV, const) ]

Both these sensor tags have the exact same arrangement of numeric and alphabetic characters, and special symbols, and no classifier comprising only tokens for alphanumeric and special characters would be able to discern between the two. This can result in erroneous extra fields being applied to sensor names.

**Token Set:** To solve this problem, and get a more expressive set of tokens, we utilize the values marked as *constant* in the examples provided by the expert as special tokens. In the example above, the tag BLDA4S1831_STA is treated as a set of tokens — (BLD), (A), NumTok, (S), NumTok, NumTok, NumTok, UnderscoreTok, (STA).

Note that utilizing the *constant* values as tokens enables us to have a different token set for each building. The set of tokens increase as the expert gives more examples. Note that the new tokens provide enough expressibility for the regular expressions to differentiate between the two tags BLDA4S1831_STA, and BLDA3R5871_VAV.

### 3.2.3 Syntactic Example Selection

We choose the cluster with the maximum number of not-yet-fully qualified sensors, and choose one of them as the next example to present to the expert. We evaluated four different techniques

---

\textsuperscript{8}as described in Section 3.2.1
to choose an unqualified sensor from that cluster, the results of which are presented in our evaluation (Section 3.3.2).

- **Random**: Select an example at random.
- **MinLeft**: Select the example with the minimum tag length left to qualify. The intuition is to complete partial parse of sensors.
- **MaxLeft**: Select the example with the maximum tag length left to qualify. The intuition is to help the synthesis technique cover the space of unseen fields (i.e the long tail in Figure 3.4).
- **SameLeft**: Select an example with the most frequent unqualified substring. This method seeks to find a commonly occurring field.

### 3.2.4 Data-driven Example Selection

Often the same sensor types in a building are specified in the form of multiple different schemas. This may occur because of mistakes on part of the vendor, later addition of such sensors, etc. For instance, zone temperature sensors in Building 1 in our testbed was encoded in 6 disparate schemas, comprising of 78%, 11%, 6%, 2%, 2% and 1% of the sensors. It is unlikely that a purely syntactic example selection method will happen upon the tags with rare encodings. In contrast, because the characteristics in the associated data of sensors of the same type tend to be similar, data-based selection can identify the rare-encoding sensors as being similar to sensors with a more common encoding, and present one of these rare examples to the expert for parsing.

To utilize this approach, an expert should specify which are the sensor types an application needs (henceforth termed as *Required Sensors*). Our technique first transforms each sensor stream into two new data streams $M$ and $V$ that contain the running median and variance values of the original data stream, using a 45-minute long sliding window. The length of the window is set to 45 minutes to smooth over any transient phenomena and noises. We compute the minimum, maximum, median and variance of each of the two streams $M$ and $V$, resulting in the following 8-tuple:

\[
\langle \text{min}(M), \text{max}(M), \text{median}(M), \text{var}(M), \text{min}(V), \text{max}(V), \text{median}(V), \text{var}(V) \rangle^9
\]

This 8-tuple is then used as a feature vector to train a random forest classifier based on sensors which have already been fully qualified, and to classify the yet-unqualified sensors. We choose a random forest classifier because it is an ensemble learning algorithm which is more robust to noise and in general outperforms other learning techniques like SVM or linear regression. We choose the sensor which the classifier classified as a *required sensor* with maximum likelihood and select that example be parsed by the expert.

### 3.2.5 Running Portable Building Applications

We study three important applications, that with normalized metadata can run portably across buildings — *Finding Rogue Zones, Finding Zones with Stuck Dampers, and Finding Inefficient*

---

9Described in more detail in [115]. In our experiments, we use the same one week time window of data from the month of July for all sensors.
1. Finding Rogue Zones: A thermal zone is *rogue* if its air temperature is constantly above its required setpoint, i.e., it requires constant cooling. Rogue zones are typically caused by high thermal load, incorrect setpoints, or faulty sensors, and should be rectified before implementing further sophisticated efficiency techniques. Rogue zones are an artifact of poor planning or wrong setpoints, and can be fixed if brought to the attention of a building manager. This application queries for sensors having the *zone air temp sensor* field, and for each such sensor, queries for a sensor with the *zone air temp setpoint* field having the same field-value for the *zoneRef* field, and checks whether the temperature is always more than its respective setpoint (factoring in a tolerance factor of 2°F).

2. Finding Stuck Dampers: Finding zones where the dampers are stuck, i.e., they do not modulate the amount of chilled air entering a zone. This application queries for all sensors with the field *zone damper* and the corresponding zone number (*zoneRef*), and checks whether its data stream remains constant or shows any variation.

3. Finding Inefficient Air Handling Units (AHUs): An AHU is considered “inefficient” if it serves rogue zones as well as over-cooled zones. Typically, a hot rogue zone drives the AHU to supply air that is too cold, resulting in other zones supplied by the same air handler always being too cold and uncomfortable. Identifying such AHUs may lead to making some over-cooled zones more comfortable. This application first computes whether a zone is over-heated or over-cooled using the same technique as the Rogue Zone application, and then queries for *ahuRef* (the air handling unit ID) field of each over-heated rogue zone, and checks if any of the other zones served by the same air handling unit is over-cooled. This application requires the same sensors as the Rogue Zone application, but requires an extra *ahuRef* relationship between the zones.

### 3.3 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate each part of our technique on the legacy metadata tags of three large commercial buildings. We manually ground truth-ed all sensor tags in three buildings with BMS’ installed by different vendors, having 1586, 2522 and 1865 sensors respectively. We simulate the role of the expert in our experiments. When the simulated expert is asked for a parse, it consults the ground truth and provides the correct parse. A sensor tag is considered fully qualified if (a) the correct fields and field-values are extracted by the synthesized rules (b) No extra incorrect field is identified, and (c) the field-values explain every alphanumeric character of the sensor tag.

We first evaluate the advantage of our a priori clustering approach [3.3.1], and compare convergence with existing spreadsheet synthesis techniques. We next evaluate the effectiveness

---

8. we did not have access to sensor stream data for this building
and convergence of our algorithm for different syntactic example selection mechanisms (3.3.2). We then compare and contrast the efficacy of the syntactic example selection method (3.3.3) to the data-driven example selection method (3.3.4) to parse enough sensor tags to run a particular application, following which we report the results of the portable applications on the buildings in our testbed (3.3.5).

### 3.3.1 Clustering

We evaluate the number of expert examples required for full qualification of all sensors in a building with and without apriori syntactic clustering. With clustering, the synthesized rules from the expert’s parsed example are only applied to the cluster the example is in. Without clustering, the synthesized rules are applied to all sensors. We present the results from Building 3 in our dataset. We also compare the results to the parse generated by the spreadsheet synthesis algorithm presented in [107] (Flash-Fill).

![Figure 3.3: Advantage of apriori clustering in Building 3: Rules are not over-generalized](image)

Figure 3.3 shows the rate of full qualification in Building 3. Without clustering there is a sharp drop in the number of sensors fully qualified because erroneous fields start getting applied to sensor tags which were previously fully qualified. Figure 3.4 provides the intuition for this behavior. In all the buildings, a few fields (about 20 in each building) are applicable on a lot of sensors, while there is a long tail of fields applicable only to a handful of sensors. In the

---

[11] This is pretty common in commercial buildings, where a majority of the sensors are related to zone information. Thus, fields such as `zone temp setpoint`, `zone airflow`, etc. are very common.
absence of clustering, the synthesis technique over-generalizes rules for these rare or erroneous fields. With clustering, 100% of the sensors are fully qualified. The apriori clustering step avoids over-generalization of the synthesized rules by restricting the rules to the cluster in which a particular example parsed by the expert lies. The spreadsheet-based synthesis technique (Flash-Fill) fails after 10 examples, because its underlying language and tokens is not robust enough to disambiguate the large number of fields.

Without the apriori clustering, Building 1 also showed a drop in the number of fully qualified sensor tags after 100 examples, settling at full qualification of 90% of the sensors. Building 2’s sensors’ schemas were much less noisy, and our synthesis technique could parse all sensor tags without clustering (these results are omitted due to space constraints).

### 3.3.2 Syntactic Example Selection

We now study the selection methods (described in Section 3.2.3) used to select which example the expert should parse following the initial clustering.

Figure 3.5 shows the rate of sensor qualification for each of the four example selection methods on all buildings. With the exception of MinLeft in Building 1, all the selection methods qualify sensors at roughly the same rate — they correctly classify the most frequently occurring sensors within a handful of examples. With addition of more examples, the rate of new sensors fully qualified decrease because the synthesis technique starts encountering obscure fields which are not applicable widely. MinLeft performs poorly for Building 1 because its metadata is very
Figure 3.5: Sensor qualification rate for the three buildings. The Random generator achieves 70% full sensor name qualification within 24 examples for Building 1, 15 examples for Building 2 and 43 examples for Building 3. It takes substantially more examples for Building 3 because its subsystems had no similarity in metadata because they were installed by different vendors.

noisy, and the approach gets stuck trying to fully qualify idiosyncratic sensors with obscure fields.

Thus, the convergence of the synthesis technique (i.e its ability to fully qualify all sensors) is not affected by decision of the example selection criteria. Also, the apriori clustering enables all the four selection criteria to quickly qualify the most frequently occurring sensors, since all of them seek out examples from the biggest clusters first.

The number of examples required for full qualification of all sensor tags in the three buildings using the Random method was 161, 116 and 196 respectively, and that for the SameLeft method was 176, 149 and 218 respectively. We use the SameLeft method in all the studies in the following subsections because of its deterministic nature.
3.3.3 Application-Oriented Qualification with Syntactic Example Selection

We present the number of examples required to obtain full-qualification of all sensors for the Rogue Zone application (developed in Section 3.2.5) in Building 1. The results for other applications on other buildings are similar, except when stated explicitly. The Rogue Zone application’s set of required sensors are sensors with the fields zone temp sensor or zone temp setpoint. In Building 1 there are 462 such sensors, and their tags are in 10 different schemas, some of which are very frequent, while others not so.

Figure 3.6 shows that 147 examples are required to fully qualify all the required sensors for the Rogue Zone application (compared to 176 examples required for full qualification of all sensors). The first two examples fully qualify the required sensors (denoted by P in the Figure) with the most frequent schemas. Required sensors encoded in more obscure schemas with infrequent fields require more examples because the aim of the syntactic selection method is to select examples from large clusters. As the expert parses more examples, the number of fully qualified non-required (N) sensors increase steadily. Even though fewer expert examples are required for application-oriented qualification, the number of examples required is still prohibitively large to enable easy deployment of the Rogue Zone application.

The number of examples required to fully qualify all sensors for the Rogue Zone application on Building 2 was 67 (compared to 149 examples for qualifying all sensors). Similarly the Identifying Stuck Dampers application took 137 and 1 example for Buildings 1 and 2 respectively (all dampers in Building 2 were encoded with the same schema).

3.3.4 Application-Oriented Qualification with Data-Driven Example Selection

We now evaluate the number of examples required to fully qualify sensors for the same application and building as in the previous experiment (i.e. Rogue Zone application on Building 1). We use the syntactic selection method to select the first five examples, so that the data-driven classifier has positive and negative instances in its training set, and thereon apply our data-driven classifier, and select the maximum likelihood required sensor to present to the expert for parsing.

Figure 3.7 shows that only 24 expert examples are required to obtain full qualification of all required sensors. After step 5, the data-driven classifier has 356 positive and 472 negative examples of fully qualified sensors in its training set. Out of the remaining 758 sensors (its test set, out of which 106 are required sensors), it classifies 231 sensors as required sensors, out of which 102 are true positive (denoted by TP in the Figure). It selects the example which it has classified as required with maximum likelihood.

Thus, data-driven example selection (after 5 steps of syntactic example selection) leads to a 6x reduction in the number of expert examples required compared to purely syntactic example selection, making it feasible to deploy the Rogue Zone application on Building 1 within a few minutes.
Figure 3.6: Rate of full qualification of required sensors for the Rogue Zone application on Building 1 using sameLeft example selection method. (P) denotes number of required sensors fully qualified (positive), N shows number of unrequired sensors fully qualified (negative), UP shows the number of required sensors yet to fully-qualified (unknown positive), and UN shows the number of non-required sensors yet to be fully-qualified (unknown negative). The dotted vertical line shows the steps in which a remaining required sensor example was presented to the expert.

However, one cannot apply the data-driven technique until the syntactic technique has identified at least one positive example for each required sensor. Figure 3.8 shows the number of examples needed\textsuperscript{12} for full qualification of all required sensors for the Rogue Zone and Stuck Dampers application as a function of the initial number of syntactic example selections for Buildings 1 and 2. In general, fewer syntactic steps gave better results. This result was a surprise to us, because our intuition was that our algorithm would need to perform several syntactic steps to build up an adequate training set for the data-driven classifier. However, the SameLeft syntactic selection method always chose the first few example in a way to provide a sufficiently large training set for the data-driven example selection method to progress. Building 2’s dampers were all encoded in the same schema, and hence all required sensors were parsed by the first syntactic example.

Note that in this experiment, our algorithm stops when the last required sensor is qualified. In practice, a heuristic would be required to infer that further positive examples are unlikely to be obtained. Thus, a small number of of additional examples would be required ensure convergence.

\textsuperscript{12}the sum of data-driven example selection steps and syntactic example selection steps
Figure 3.7: Rate of full qualification for Rogue Zone application in Building 1 using data-driven example selection after 5 steps of syntactic example selection. P, N, UN and UP is defined in Figure 3.6. TP indicates true-positive required sensors that have been labelled by the data-driven classifier at that step. TN shows the number of true negative required sensor identifications made by our data-driven classifier. In this case, UP is the same as false negatives and UN same as false positives, but this is unknown to the data-driven classifier. The dotted vertical line shows at which step a remaining required sensor example was presented to the expert.

Figure 3.8: Total number of expert examples required to qualify all the required sensors for an application, as a function of the number of initial syntactic selection steps (the remaining steps have data-driven example selection).
3.3.5 Results of Applications

We ran our portable applications for finding rogue zones, stuck dampers and inefficient AHUs to Buildings 1 and 2 (Table 3.1), after the expert had parsed all the required sensors.

**Results:** We were able to identify all the zones and dampers in the two buildings. Building 1 was the more inefficient building with 5 hot rogue zones, and 17 over-cooled zones, and 4 zones having stuck dampers. We identified two inefficient air handling units in Building 1 which were trying to cool down extremely hot electrical closets and in the process over-cooling multiple office spaces. The inefficient AHU application could not run on Building 2 because none of the sensors encoded the relationship between zones and their corresponding AHUs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.1: Application Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Thermal Zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Rogue Zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Over-cooled Zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Zones with Dampers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Zones with Stuck Dampers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Air Handling Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Inefficient AHUs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Conclusion

In order to build meaningful applications at scale for buildings with disparate sensor metadata schemas, existing building sensor metadata schemas should be augmented and normalized to a common namespace to the extent possible. The normalization helps capture the semantic relationships between sensors, which is critical in enabling such applications.

We developed an approach which can normalize the primitive metadata of each building to field/field-value pairs in a desired common namespace using a few examples from an expert (e.g. the facilities manager, often the only person familiar with the existing building metadata). We demonstrated that our synthesis technique is robust and achieves full sensor qualification for all sensors for 3 different BMS systems, even when presented with obscure and noisy tags. Our technique takes very few examples to fully qualify the most commonly occurring sensors (24, 15 and 43 examples for the three buildings in our testbed for qualifying 70% of the tags). We used the relationships inferred in the transformed metadata to run three unmodified analytics applications on two of the buildings. The data-driven example selection method reduces the effort to deploy a new application in an unknown building. The three applications could be deployed in under 30 examples from the building manager.
Chapter 4

Capturing Underspecified Legacy Metadata Through Active System Perturbation

The legacy metadata in buildings capture most, but often not all of the relationships required to run desired applications. For example, certain BMS systems may not capture which Air Handling Unit (AHU) is connected to which Variable Air Volume (VAV) Unit, or which chiller is connected to which AHU. There may be multiple AHUs, chillers, VAVs, or other subsystems in a large commercial building and the knowledge of their inter-relationships is required by many applications, e.g identifying errant AHUs or finding the root cause of thermal discomfort in certain zones.

The reasons for omission of these relationships from legacy BMS metadata can vary — it may be simple oversight, or maybe the pre-installed applications which were shipped with the BMS system did not require these relationships. In certain cases, these inter-relationships are captured but may even be incorrect. In this chapter we describe a general technique to deduce inter-relationships between various mechanical subsystems in a smart-building through careful impulse-response analysis. This work was done in collaboration with Marco Pritoni, UC Davis [185].

4.1 Overview Of Technique

Functional relationships between HVAC subsystems imply some physical media (such as air or water) is transferred from one subsystem to the other. Our insight is that if we perturb the control parameters of the upstream subsystem in a way that changes the property of the physical media reaching the subsystem downstream, the latter’s control parameters will change noticeably to compensate for the change. For example, consider an AHU that supplies air at a certain temperature and pressure to a particular VAV, which ,in turn, supplies it to a specific room. The VAVs are generally equipped with dampers and local reheat to supply the air at just the right tempera-
ture and volume required to maintain the room’s desired temperature setpoint. If we perturb the temperature or pressure of the air that the AHU sends the VAV, the latter would have to change its damper and reheat control parameters to compensate, since its control loop has been set up to maintain a constant room temperature. For each perturbation in the output of an upstream subsystem, we can quantify which downstream subsystem’s control parameters changed and thus identify which pair of subsystems are connected. This technique can run during the normal operation of a building, totally transparently to its occupants.

Although our intuition is simple, there are certain challenges associated with perturbing the upstream subsystems (e.g. an AHU) and picking up the resulting signals in the downstream subsystems (e.g. a VAV). First, the perturbations have to be small so as not to affect the daily operation of the subsystems. Second, there can be confounding factors such as external environment, occupancy, etc that obscure the results of the perturbation in each subsystem. Finally, the signal to noise ratio may be low, making it really hard to pick up the resulting signal in the downstream subsystem when the upstream system is perturbed only by a small amount.

We solve the first two challenges through careful experiment design and the third through repeated perturbations. Our experiment takes in the maximum deviation of control parameters of the upstream system allowed by a building manager. We perform two step changes — the first setting the value of the control parameter to the lowest allowable limit, and then a day later to the highest allowable limit. This allows us to get an intermediate step change of twice the allowed deviation. Operating each regime over an entire day and over consecutive days also helps us eliminate confounding variables such as outside air temperature, occupancy, etc to a large extent. Finally, we repeat this experiment, once for each upstream subsystem. We attribute the downstream subsystem to the upstream subsystem whose perturbation has caused the maximum change in the latter’s control parameters.

We next describe details of our technique in the context of finding the functional relationships between AHUs and VAVs in a large commercial building.

4.2 Problem Instance

We analyze data from a large commercial building with 3 chillers, 4 air-handling units (AHU) and 179 thermal zones. A variable air volume (VAV) box modulates the airflow from the AHU to each zone. One AHU is associated to multiple VAVs. VAV modulation is achieved through a combination of two control actions: adjusting the air damper position (DMP) and regulating the local reheat valve (RVP) (Figure 4.1). The temperature in each zone ($T_{\text{zone}}$) is influenced also by the supply air temperature ($T_{sa}$) and flow ($FLW_{sa}$) coming from the AHU. All these points are monitored and recorded by the BMS system, and represent the datasets used here. In addition, the room temperature is impacted by uncontrolled variables, such as weather ($T_{\text{out}}$ is the outdoor air temperature), internal gains, and other thermal gains. This configuration is typical of a large number of buildings. The association between AHU and VAV is not stored in the BMS system; however, for the purpose of the experiment, ground truth association was collected from building blueprints to verify the results of the proposed method.
Figure 4.1: AHU and VAV configuration in our building testbed. On the right, the VAV control logic is represented. $T_{\text{zone}}$ is kept around the $T_{\text{setpoint}}$ by the control inputs $u = [\text{DMP}, \text{RVP}]$. $T_{\text{zone}}$ it is also influenced by parameters controlled by the AHU ($v = [T_{sa}, FLW_{sa}]^{\text{AHU}}$) and external disturbances $w = [T_{\text{oat}}, \text{gains..}]$.

4.3 Prior Techniques

Techniques commonly employed to detect relationships in data streams include: correlation of raw data [141], correlation of transformed data [119], principal component analysis (PCA) and clustering [161, 117], statistical process control [226], and model-based system identification (i.e., building a model and looking for the best fit from a VAV to an AHU). We also tested conventional correlation methods to find relationships between AHU and the corresponding VAV boxes. Table 4.1 shows an example of these coefficients. Results show very poor correlation. Desired values inside the bold boxes should be higher, in absolute value, than the corresponding values in the other rows. The same test was repeated with data resampled at 5 min, 15 min and daily, yielding similar results. Thus, this method does not allow identifying which VAV boxes are connected to which AHU.

Table 4.1: Correlation matrix (showing raw data from two AHU and two VAV boxes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Example $VAV_{\text{AHU}3}$</th>
<th>Example $VAV_{\text{AHU}5}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHU 3</td>
<td>$T_{sa}$ -0.06</td>
<td>DMP 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHU 5</td>
<td>$T_{sa}$ -0.20</td>
<td>DMP -0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unlike prior research [119], the variable measured in this test are pressures, temperatures, flows and actuator positions, which show delayed and attenuated responses to changes in input variables, thus reducing correlation. Further, AHU and VAV boxes/zones are physically distant (differently from [141]), and variables in the latter are significantly influenced by additional measured and non-measured disturbances (Figure 4.1). For this reason, sensor values show a small signal to noise ratio. In addition, sensor readings are frequently constrained between
physical limits (e.g. max damper position) and kept around setpoints by nested control loops. Also, cross-talk between systems (i.e., zones might influence each other) and similarity in the way different AHU are controlled (setpoints and daily behavior are similar) make correlation of raw data ineffective. Next, we construct feature vectors for the data of each VAV. Features included were $T_{\text{zone}}$, $DMP$, $RVP$, $T_{\text{setpoint}}$, measured flow ($FLW$), flow setpoint ($FWS$), day of the week, time of the day. We apply Principal Component Analysis to these feature vectors to identify the two principal components and correlate them to the $T_{\text{sa}}$. Unfortunately, results of this analysis is not very different from what we obtain with the raw data (Table 4.1). Again, this method is ineffective in inferring the desired functional relationship.

Finally, we test a completely different and novel approach involving system identification (SID) techniques. SID is often used in control engineering to find a mathematical relationship (model) between inputs and outputs variables in an observed system [5]. We construct a physics-inspired black-box dynamical model to predict $T_{\text{zone}}$, based on the available sensor data:

$$T_{\text{zone},t} = \beta_1 T_{\text{zone},t-1} + FLW_t \ast \sum_{i=1}^{t-k} \beta_{2i} RVP_t + \beta_3 FLW_t \ast T_{\text{AHU}}^{\text{sa},t} + \beta_4 T_{\text{oat},t}$$

where variable names are defined above, $\beta_i$ are the statistical coefficients, and $t$ stands for time. The equation is in the form of an autoregressive (AR) time series model with exogenous inputs and interactive effects (some variables are multiplied). The term with the sum represents the lag in the effect of the reheat valve. The model is based detailed physical knowledge of the heat transfer processes in VAV boxes. Note that all the variables in this equation belong to the VAV with the exception of $T_{\text{AHU}}^{\text{sa},t}$, that represents the supply air temperature controlled by the AHU at time $t$. The idea is that using the $T_{\text{AHU}}^{\text{sa},t}$ from the AHU actually connected to each VAV would improve the model fit. Both linear regression and lasso [211] are used to fit the model over 15-min resampled data.

While this model fits the data very well ($R^2$=76-95% depending on the zone), it fails to capture the difference in AHU. Plugging in different $T_{\text{AHU}}^{\text{sa},t}$ did not change the fit of the model as we had expected, because the majority of the variation in the output variable $T_{\text{zone},t}$ is captured by the first term of the model (zone temperature at the previous time step) and the remaining $\beta_i$ coefficients are relatively small. With the calculated coefficients, the input variable $T_{\text{AHU}}^{\text{sa},t}$ would have to change by more than 20°F to produce measurable effects in the output variable. Such large temperature differential never occurs spontaneously in our recorded data, and if artificially produced would seriously compromise occupants’ comfort.

### 4.4 Mechanism of Perturbation

To obtain the functional relationships between AHUs and VAVs, we perturb each AHU so that we can generate a distinguishable signal in the connected VAV boxes. In practice, by changing the supply air temperature in an AHU (input), the VAV box will respond by changing some controlled variables (reheat and damper position) to maintain its desired output, i.e. temperature
setpoint for a particular zone. The AHU supply air temperature was chosen over the AHU flow rate as it is practically easier to tune. Also significantly perturbing flow rates might provide insufficient ventilation or damage the ducts due to high pressure.

We took care to ensure that the perturbation had no impact on occupant comfort. The temperature setpoint for the supply air in the AHU is set one day to 52F (cold mode) and the following day to 60F (hot mode), thus deviating a maximum of 5F from the normal setpoint for a week-day of 57F. Since thermal systems have a significant response lag, the perturbation was sustained for a full day in each mode. This also helps reduce the effect of confounding factors such as occupancy and external environment effects. We then computed the average daily values for $R_{VP}$, $D_{MP}$ and $T_{zone}$ for each zone.

The perturbation algorithm can be described in the following steps:

1. Perturb the supply air temperature of an AHU at the time for two consecutive weekdays, one day in cold mode (52F) and one day in hot mode (57F).

2. Collect data for each VAV for the following sensors: $R_{VP}$, $T_{zone}$, $D_{MP}$.

3. Obtain the daily average for each of these sensors for every VAV.

4. For each VAV and each day of perturbation combine data into average daily vectors of the form $[R_{VP}, D_{MP}, T_{zone}]$.

5. For each VAV calculate the Euclidian distance between vectors on the hot mode day and cold mode day. At the end of this step each zone will have a metric for the AHU hot-cold perturbation.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 for each AHU.

7. For each VAV take a vote to select the AHU whose perturbation has a highest metric (calculated in step 5). The AHU selected with this method is associated with that VAV box.

Even though, in theory, VAVs which are not connected to the perturbed AHU should show no change in their average values over the two days, we found that this did not hold up in practice. External confounding factors resulted in most VAVs showing some deviation in their behavior during each 2-day experiment. Hence, we adopt a voting method where we attribute a VAV to the AHU whose perturbation caused the largest deviation between the hold and cold mode days.

---

1If the operating conditions fall outside a VAV box’s control regime and it is unable to maintain its desired output and keep up with zone cooling/heating load, the zone temperature ($T_{zone}$) will be affected and change
4.5 Results

We applied the algorithm described in the previous section to our testbed building. As shown in Figure 4.2, our algorithm correctly identified the relationship between VAV box and AHU in 79% of the cases, a 2x improvement over all prior methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>AHU Attribution Details</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Randomly allocate VAV boxes to AHUs</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation (Raw)</td>
<td>AHU whose supply air temperature has max. correlation to VAV sensors</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation (PCA)</td>
<td>Same as above but with principal components</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Identification</td>
<td>AHU whose supply air temp gives lowest error</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perturbation + Voting</td>
<td>Perturb all AHUs and attribute VAV to AHU which caused max internal perturbation</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2: Comparison of our technique against prior methods

Figure 4.3 shows the advantage of using voting to attribute VAVs to AHUs. Figure 4.3a shows a case where we simply attributed a relationship without voting, if our difference metric exceeded a pre-defined threshold magnitude. Choosing the right threshold is challenging and hard to generalize. We show results for a threshold magnitude of 2, but our results show similar performance for other thresholds as well. Even though a lot of zones were in AHU5 showed large deviations when AHU5 was perturbed, the same cannot be said for AHUs 2, 3 and 4. With voting however, it becomes much more apparent which AHU a VAV belongs to (Figure 4.3b), because we are taking into account zone characteristics and comparing the difference metric across different perturbation periods for the same zone.

There were some zones that were misclassified though. These zones could be grouped into three categories: (a) VAVs that showed no response to any perturbation, (b) VAVs that had a unexpected behavior, such as counter-intuitive responses to perturbations, and (c) VAVs that responded more strongly to the perturbation of the ‘wrong’ AHU. For instance a zone had very frequent oscillations of its damper and reheat valve position (about 20 cycles per day) ranging between values of 0% and 40%. This behavior shows that the local VAV control system is misconfigured, resulting in unexpected behavior during our perturbation experiments. Some
(a) Each perturbation as a standalone experiment. Our metric – the deviation magnitude of the vector — is normalized across all zones for the same perturbation experiment.

(b) Application of voting across perturbation periods. Our metric – the deviation magnitude of the vector — is normalized for each zone across its values for the different perturbation periods, and not against all other zones.

Figure 4.3: Overview of perturbation statistics across all zones in a building. The zones are sorted and grouped according to their ground-truth AHU data on the y-axis. The x-axis shows the 4 different perturbation experiments, $P_i$ is the perturbation experiment for AHU $i$.

zones were seldom occupied and had control parameters set to never maintain a reasonable zone temperature. Our perturbation experiment had little effect on those zones.

### 4.6 Conclusion

We showed a novel algorithm to infer functional relationships between HVAC components of large commercial buildings. Our technique does not impact the occupants of the building under perturbation, and is able to identify the required relationships correctly in 80% of the cases.
Chapter 5

Designing BRICK- A Combined, Unified Metadata Schema

Designing a comprehensive schema for all IoT sensors in order to run any possible application in any context is a difficult problem. Instead, we focus on creating an information exchange platform that is focused on commercial buildings where interactions among devices and people are core to sophisticated applications. In building such a platform, we are guided by the sensors, attributes and relationships that have been shown to be useful in the published literature with a view towards composability and extensibility as laid out in Section 2.4. Our schema — Brick, is evaluated on the same empirical criteria, which we restate here:

- **Completeness**: Can Brick represent all the sensor metadata information (such as a sensor’s location, type, etc.) contained in a building’s BMS?
- **Expressiveness**: Can Brick capture all important relationships between sensors that are (a) (overtly or tacitly) mentioned in a building’s BMS, and (b) expressed in canonical smart-building applications in published academic literature?
- **Usability**: Can Brick represent the information in a way that is easy to use for both the domain expert and the application developer? Can the schema provide support automation with machine readable data formats and querying tools?

Brick builds upon prior work in several ways. We utilize the tagging concept of Haystack and extend it with mechanisms to model relationships and entities. We use the location concepts from IFC. We use a semantic representation to utilize its flexibility and extensibility properties. The semantics allows us to formalize, restrict, and verify the usage of tags, entities, and relationships.

Our design of Brick is grounded by the information from BMS across five buildings spread across two continents, comprising more than 615,000 sq-ft of floor space and more than 15,700 data points, whose BMS systems were set up by different vendors, and have vastly varying subsystems and sensors. We further refine our design requirements using eight canonical building applications that require integrated information across commonly isolated building subsystems: HVAC, lighting, spatial and power infrastructure.
We demonstrate that 98% of BMS data points across our five buildings can be mapped to Brick, and our eight applications can easily query the mapped building instances for required information. We open source the Brick schema files, the BMS metadata from our buildings, the application queries that run on top of Brick and tutorials on how to map existing building metadata to Brick. Brick was developed in collaboration with researchers at UC San Diego, UC Los Angeles, CMU, IBM Research in Ireland, University of Virginia, Southern Denmark University and UC Berkeley [23].

### 5.1 An Example Building - Sensors and relationships

We start with a hypothetical building to understand the requirements of uniform building data representation, outlining the current state of the art. Figure 5.1 shows the major components of this building that are of interest: an Air Handler Unit (AHU) supplying conditioned air to a Variable Air Volume Box (VAV), which modulates the air provided to an HVAC zone consisting of two rooms. The HVAC zone has a thermostat that contains a temperature and CO2 sensor. The same two rooms are part of a Lighting Zone, and the building Lighting Controller controls the zone lights based on a schedule. We model the HVAC and lighting systems as examples.
because these are the systems commonly found in a modern BMS.

At the very minimum, a schema should be able to model the components illustrated in Figure 5.1 as well as their relevant points such as temperature sensors and their related control parameters. More realistically, we should be able to model diverse infrastructure systems such as HVAC, lighting, water, and express the specifics of each installation as per end use and vendor requirements. For example, the AHU in an HVAC system can consist of equipment such as fans, pumps, heat exchangers, humidifiers, valves and dampers. Each component could have further types, e.g., fans can have types: supply fan, return fan, exhaust fan, and each fan would have its associated sensors measuring its speed, air flow and power consumption. In addition to this heterogeneity, the vendor may choose not to install certain sensors, or to expose esoteric data points whose functionality is unclear to others.

5.2 Schema Design

5.2.1 Design Principles

Brick’s design focuses on the metadata and data points found in real building deployments and requirements defined by end use applications. We obtain ground truth information from five diverse buildings across the US and Europe, which have 15,700 data points and five different vendors in total (Table 5.4). We pick eight popular applications from the list of smart building applications compiled by Bhattacharya et al. [39], and formulate metadata queries for these applications to drive the basic requirements of Brick as well as evaluate how well our building metadata can be mapped to Brick. Section 5.5 contains our initial findings for the five buildings evaluated thus far.

We have used terminology and organized the basic concepts in a way that is consistent with BMS deployments in our buildings and the vocabulary used by the building managers at our respective institutions. We follow standard ontology design methods so that developers can leverage available tools for data formatting (e.g., Turtle [9]) and querying (e.g., SPARQL [7]).

5.2.2 Tags and Tagsets

We borrow the concept of tags from Project Haystack [4] (Section 6.2.4) to preserve the flexibility and ease of use of annotating metadata. We enrich the tags with an underlying ontology that crystallizes the concepts defined by the tags and provides a framework to create the hierarchies, relationships and properties essential for describing building metadata. With an ontology, we can analyze the metadata using standard tools and place restrictions to prohibit arbitrary tag combinations or relationships. For example, we can restrict the units of temperature sensors to Fahrenheit and Celsius.

We introduce the concept of a tagset that groups together relevant tags to represent entities. With Haystack and related tagging ontologies [49], an entity such as zone temperature sensor from Figure 5.1 is defined by its individual tags, so its properties and relationships
Table 5.1: List of the Brick relationships and their definitions. All definitions follow the form A <relationship> B, where relationship is the first one listed, not the inverse. All Brick relationships are asymmetric, and transitive where marked. If a relationship → is transitive, then if A → B and B → C, then A → C is a valid relation. Asymmetric simply means that if A → B, then B → A is invalid.

with other entities can only be specified at the tag level. With tagsets, we have a cohesive concept of a zone temperature sensor, and we can specify that the temperature is maintained between its cooling setpoint and heating setpoint. The concept of tagsets works well with an ontology class hierarchy - a zone temperature sensor is a subclass of a generic temperature sensor, and will automatically inherit all its properties. Further, we avoid use of complex tags such as chilledWaterCool and hotWaterReheat in Haystack. The vocabulary of Brick is defined by its list of tagsets.

5.2.3 Class Hierarchies

We define several high level concepts that provide the scaffolding for Brick’s class hierarchy. As the central emphasis of our design is on representing points in the BMS, we introduce Point as a class, with subclasses defining specific types of points: Sensor, Setpoint, Command, Status, Alarm. Each point can have several attributes, and we divide them into properties and relationships. Properties are attributes that provide specifics about the point: units, data type, etc. Relationships are attributes that relate the data point to other classes: its location, equipment it belongs to, etc.

We define three concepts as high level classes to which a Point can be related to: Location, Equipment and Measurement (Figure 5.2). We can expand these concepts in future versions to expand the metadata covered by Brick (e.g. Network, People). Each concept has a class hierarchy to concretely identify each entity in the building. For example, the Equipment class has subclasses HVAC, Lighting and Power, each of which have their own subclasses. Figure 5.3 showcases a sample of Brick’s class hierarchy.

It is common in a domain to use multiple terminologies for the same entity. For example, in HVAC systems, Supply Air Temperature and Discharge Air Temperature are used interchangeably. We identify these synonyms from our ground truth buildings, and mark
Figure 5.2: Information concepts in Brick and their relationship to a data point.

Figure 5.3: A subset of the Brick class hierarchy

the corresponding tagsets as being equivalent classes in Brick. Note that the class hierarchy does not strictly follow a tree structure, and we use multiple inheritance when appropriate. For example, a desk lamp can be a subclass of both the lighting system and office appliance classes.
5.2.4 Fundamental Relationships

Relationships connect the different entities in the building and are essential to providing adequate context for many applications. For example, an HVAC fault detection app running on our example building (Figure 5.1) needs to know the room in which the temperature sensor is located, the corresponding temperature setpoint and the status of the VAV that supplies conditioned air to this room.

Table 5.1 defines the basic set of relationships in Brick. We have designed these relationships to be minimal, multipurpose and intuitive so that it is easy for a user to specify a particular relationship. The isPartOf relationship is designed to capture the compositions among the entities in the building. For example, a room isPartOf a floor, an AHU isPartOf the HVAC system. The feeds relationship captures the different flows in the building - flow of air from AHU to VAV, flow of water from a tank to a tap or flow of electricity from a circuit panel to an outlet. Each of these relationships can have sub-properties. For instance, feeds can be extended to feedsAirTo, feedsWaterTo, etc. Figure 5.4 shows the relationships for a subset of example building in Figure 5.1.

The Brick schema includes possible relationships among classes as a guideline for users to add relationships to their instances. For example, using ontology class restrictions we say that a VAV can have points like zone temperature sensor, discharge air flow setpoint, reheat valve command, and it can have other equipment as its components such as damper and reheat valve. These can be exploited by a user interface to guide users while tagging raw metadata or while establishing relationships between entities. Note that we do not enforce these restrictions to enable the flexibility to compose building metadata as per user requirements.

5.2.5 Function Blocks

The tags, tagsets, class hierarchies and fundamental relationships provide sufficient expressiveness to describe our building metadata and direct relationships. However, buildings equipment and points are often grouped by multiple logical views such as control view.

We use Function Blocks to encapsulate details of such logical groups that expose an interface through named inputs and outputs. These are defined through isInputOf and isOutputOf relations to the particular function block acting as context. Function Blocks may encapsulate other Function Blocks via the isPartOf relation.

Consider a heat exchanger as an example: a heat exchanger is an equipment that transfers heat between two fluid (air/water/steam) flows – a primary and a secondary. The primary is intended to heat or cool the secondary. It may be considered a simple piece of equipment with primary input, primary output, secondary input and secondary output. The primary input feeds the primary output, and it transfersHeatTo the secondary output.

A heat exchanger can be defined as a subclass of a function block and modeled as illustrated in Figure 5.5. Notice how the instance objects receive relations through the class they are in-
stance of. Similarly, more complex equipment, like VAVs, can be constructed as function blocks and manipulated at this level.

5.3 RDF and SPARQL

Brick represents knowledge as a graph of entities (nodes) connected by relationships (directed edges). This section briefly describes how Brick uses the RDF format to represent its knowledge, and how this knowledge is traversed and queried using SPARQL.

5.3.1 Representing Knowledge in RDF

Brick adheres to the RDF (Resource Description Framework) data model [148], which represents knowledge as a graph expressed as tuples of subject-predicate-object known as triples. All buildings in Brick consist of a collection of such triples. A triple states that some subject entity has some relationship predicate to some other entity object — essentially a directed edge in a graph. This simple structure enables the succinct and elegant composition of the large, interconnected structures typical of building subsystems.

All entities and relationships exist in some namespace, indicated by a namespace: prefix. Brick takes advantage of the standard RDF [5], RDFS [6] and OWL [3] namespaces, which come with their own graphs defining entities, relationships and restrictions.
The collection of triples in Figure 5.6 gives the representation of the connection of the VAV to the Temperature Sensor using the hasPoint relationship from the building graph in Figure 5.4. Line 1 declares an entity identified by the label example:myVAV: this creates the myVAV entity in the example namespace. All entities are implicitly created the first time they are mentioned. brick:VAV is a class defined by the Brick ontology that represents a variable air-volume box. The use of the rdf:type relationship declares that example:myVAV is a brick:VAV. Similarly, line 2 of Figure 5.6 instantiates a Zone Temperature Sensor. Line 3 uses the Brick relationship brick:hasPoint to declare that example:myVAV is associated with the given temperature sensor.

### 5.3.2 Querying Knowledge with SPARQL

Applications query the Brick graph for entities and relationships using SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) [76]. SPARQL queries specify constraints and patterns of triples, and traverse an underlying RDF graph to return those that match. For Brick applications, this underlying graph consists of all the entities and relationships in that building.

While SPARQL has many features, Brick is simple enough to support all of our intended applications with a simple subset of SPARQL. Figure 5.7, a query for retrieving all rooms which...
Figure 5.7: A simple SPARQL query for retrieving all rooms connected to a given Air Handling Unit (AHU).

are connected to a given AHU, contains a representative example of each of these features.

Lines 1-3 declare the prefixes for the various namespaces to shorten the references to entities; for length, we omit these from all later queries in this work. Line 4 contains the SELECT clause, which states that the variables ?ahu and ?room should be returned (the ? prefix indicates a variable). The WHERE clause determines the types and constraints on these variables. Line 6 states that ?zone is any entity in the graph that is an instance of the class brick:HVAC_Zone. Likewise, line 7 declares ?room to be an instance of a brick:Room.

Brick provides both generic (such as AHU) and specific classes of equipment (such as a RoofTop-Unit AHU). A building represented in Brick can specify the specific subclasses, or if that information is not available, instantiate a generic class. Line 8 is a common construct in Brick queries which accounts for this type of uncertainty in how Brick represents buildings. This sub-query returns all entities ?ahu that are either an instance of a subclass of brick:AHU or an instance of brick:AHU itself.

An application that does not require specific features of such subclasses may want to query for the generic class rather than exhaustively specify every possible subclass. Because SPARQL and RDF do not support the object-oriented programming style of classes, the SPARQL query itself must specify the semantics of the type-inheritance: entities that instantiate the generic class directly, or entities that instantiate a subclass of the generic class.

After declaring the types of the entities involved, the query restricts the set of relationships between the entities on lines 9 and 10 to determine which pairs of entities are connected. Line 9 finds all HVAC zones downstream of a particular AHU by following a chain of brick:feeds relationships (the + indicates that 1 or more edges can be traversed as long as the edges are of type brick:feeds). Line 10 links the identified HVAC zones with the rooms they contain. The correct relationships to use can be determined from the Brick relationship list (Table 5.1).

This example query also illustrates an important quality of Brick queries: establishing a link between two entities (even across different subsystems such as HVAC and spatial) does not require explicit knowledge of all intermediary entities. Rather, the query denotes the relevant entities and relationships: the query in Figure 5.7 is indifferent to whatever building-specific equipment and details lie between an Air Handler Unit and the end zones. This is possible because the relationships between those entities all use Brick’s brick:feeds relationship. What’s more, the query accomplishes this using only a few, straightforward expressions to return the relevant triples from the collection of thousands of entities and relationships present in the building.
5.4 Applications

In this section, we construct this set by pulling a representative example from each of the eight common application dimensions identified in Section 2.4, specifically in Table 2.1. We determine the effectiveness of the schema to be how many of these entities and relationships it can capture.

Table 5.2: This table shows at a high level which entities and relationships are required by each of the eight representative applications.
5.4.1 Designing Relationships

We use these representative applications to establish the set of required relationships as well as the domains of those relationships. Relationships define how entities are associated, which for a given entity may include:

- **Taxonomy**: what class or classes of things define an entity
- **Location**: which building, floor and room an entity is in, but also where in the room it is
- **Equipment Connections**: what equipment an entity is connected to, and how it is connected
- **Equipment Composition**: what equipment an entity is a part of, or what equipment is a part of it
- **Subsystem**: how the entity is situated in a building subsystem such as HVAC, Electrical or Lighting
- **Monitoring**: what measures the entity or what it measures

Portability and orthogonality are two primary concerns in designing the set of relationships to include in an effective ontology. When describing or reasoning about a building, the set of possible relationships between any two entities (i.e. set of named edges between any two nodes) should be small enough and well-defined such that the “correct” relationship should be obvious. This orthogonality reduces the possibility of inconsistency across buildings. Taken to its extreme, orthogonality informs a set of relationships that are specific and non-redundant, which can lead to overfitting the set of relationships for a particular building or subsystem. To support the goal of designing a unified metadata across many buildings, these relationships must also be sufficiently generic to be portable to many buildings.

Resolving these two tensions leads to the set of relationships listed in Table 5.1. We demonstrate here that this set of relationships is sufficient to cover the requirements of the representative applications. The specific entities and relationships each application requires are listed in Table 5.2. We implemented the eight applications in Table 5.2 and ran them on the five buildings; the results are collated in Table 5.3. The actual points exposed for each building by the BMS are the primary limiting factor for whether or not each application runs on a building: if a BMS exposes no lighting points, then a lighting application cannot run. In addition, applications have to account for the diversity of points across buildings: Brick defines synonym tagsets where possible, but there will always be a degree of disambiguation that is application-specific.

Brick allows applications to write portable queries that identify relevant resources in a building-agnostic manner. An application can then adapt its behavior to the set of returned resources, likely using some API to interact with the required points. For this reason, we implement each of the applications as a set of SPARQL queries that return the set of relevant entities and relationships.
Table 5.3: Number of matching triples in each building for the SPARQL queries consisting the eight applications. A non-zero number indicates that the application successfully ran on the building. Buildings with ‘-’ did not have any relevant points exposed in the BMS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Soda</th>
<th>EBU3B</th>
<th>GTH</th>
<th>GHC</th>
<th>Rice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupancy [128]</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Apportionment [123]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Displays [25]</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC [208]</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participatory Feedback [123]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDD [198]</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NILM [153]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand Response [223]</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2490</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 example:myVAV rdf:type brick:VAV
2 example:myTempSensor rdf:type brick:Zone_Temperature_Sensor
3 example:myVAV brick:hasPoint example:myTempSensor

Figure 5.8: ZonePAC query for airflow sensors and rooms for VAVs. The query returns all relevant triples for ZonePAC to bootstrap itself to a new building.

5.4.2 Results

We implement eight applications — one from each of the application categories in [39] — as a set of SPARQL queries identifying the relationships in Table 5.2. These queries do not contain the full operating logic of the application, but rather serve as a bootstrapping step for the application to discover the set of available and relevant resources. Table 5.3 contains the results of running these queries over the five buildings for each of the applications.

The applications that ran on the majority of buildings did so because they rely on HVAC and construction/spatial information readily exposed by the BMS. This includes VAVs, AHUs, HVAC zones, relevant sensors, and how these connect to each other. The Participatory Feedback application operates entirely on lighting controls, which rarely appear in a BMS, thus limiting its portability. Likewise, the NILM application relies on power meters, which also may not be integrated into the BMS.

The primary challenge in developing portable queries was accounting for the variance in relationships across buildings. For example, a zone temperature sensor may have either of the two connections indicated in Figure 5.4: it may have an isPointOf relationship with an HVAC zone entity or a VAV entity. These inconsistencies arise from differences in building construction and the representation of the points in the BMS. It is possible to account for these differences in SPARQL to construct truly portable queries.

5.4.3 Example Application: ZonePAC
The ZonePAC [25] application incorporates monitoring and modeling of HVAC zone behavior and power usage with occupant feedback to provide a platform for occupants to directly contribute to the efficacy and efficiency of a building’s HVAC system. ZonePAC requires the following relationships:

- the mapping of VAVs to HVAC zones and rooms
- the heating and cooling state of all VAVs in the building
- the mapping of VAV airflow sensors to rooms
- all available power meters for heating or cooling equipment

Immediately, the requirements of this application outstrip the features provided by other metadata solutions. ZonePAC needs to relate entities across subsystems typically isolated or ignored in modern BMS: the spatial construction of the building, the functional construction of the HVAC system, and the positioning of power meters in that infrastructure. Brick simplifies this cross-domain integration and makes it possible to retrieve all relevant information in a few simple queries.

To identify the airflow sensors and rooms served for each VAV, the application uses the query in Figure 5.8. The application uses Brick’s synonyms to capture both Discharge Air Temperature Sensors as well as Supply Air Temperature Sensors. Airflow sensors have an isPointOf relationship with the VAVs, and the rest of the relationships in the application mirror those in Figure 5.4. The “Web Displays” row of Table 5.3 contains the results of running ZonePAC over the five buildings.

### 5.5 Case Studies

We showcase the effectiveness of our schema by converting five buildings with a wide range of BMS, metadata formats, and building infrastructure into Brick. We discuss the challenges faced in converting various buildings into Brick to demonstrate Brick’s robustness as well as to provide guidance for those facing similar challenges when using Brick.

Table 5.4 contains a summary of the construction and infrastructure of the five buildings, and how well Brick was able to capture their exposed BMS points. To evaluate the effect of “overfitting” Brick’s tagsets to the set of known BMS points, we examined the % of BMS points covered by Brick’s tagsets for Rice Hall and Soda Hall both before and after we incorporated their specialized points into Brick. Using an unaltered Brick, we matched 93.5% and 93.1% of Rice and Soda Hall’s BMS points respectively. After incorporating the BMS-specific points, they scored 98.5% and 98.7% respectively, using Brick’s class hierarchy to avoid compromising generalizability. Thus, we can conclude that Brick’s tagsets do not overfit the set of five buildings. Examining Table 5.4, we can see that Brick matches the majority of points in all five buildings.
Table 5.4: Case Study Buildings Information. GTH does not expose any BMS points, so numbers are not available.

### 5.5.1 Gates Hillman Center at CMU

The Gates and Hillman Center (GHC) at Carnegie Mellon University is a relatively new building, completed in 2009, with 217,000 square feet of floor space, 9 floors, and 350+ rooms of various types (offices, conference rooms, labs), and contains over 8,000 BMS data points for various HVAC sensors, setpoints, alarms, and commands. CMU contracts with Automated Logic for building management.

The GHC includes 11 AHUs of different sizes serving multiple zones: three small AHUs serve one giant auditorium, one big laboratory and three individual rooms respectively. Eight large AHUs supply air to more than 300 VAVs. GHC’s HVAC system also contains computer room air conditioning (CRAC) systems which are equipped with additional cooling capacity to maintain the low temperature in a computer room and fan coil units systems to provide cooling and ventilation functions. Despite the existence of these more esoteric subsystems, Brick matched 99% of GHC’s BMS points, with the remaining points being too uncommon to be required by most applications (such as a Return Air Grains Sensor which measures the mass of water in air). The direct translation of BMS tags into Brick was relatively simple, only requiring a mapping between the human-readable BMS data points and Brick for each unique data point type.

The major challenge in converting the GHC to Brick was determining the relationships between pieces of equipment, which were not encoded in the BMS’s labels. While the information is available through an Automated Logic GUI representation of the building, there was no machine readable method of understanding which VAV was related to which AHU. This required examining the building plans directly to incorporate these relationships (of which there were over 400). While a barrier to generating a Brick representation of a building, this example also shows the benefits that such a representation provides. Instead of being reliant upon manually examining a GUI to determine relationships between equipment, the Brick representation shows these relationships in both human and machine readable formats once represented in Brick.

### 5.5.2 Rice Hall at UVA

Rice Hall hosts the Computer Science Department at the University of Virginia. The building consists of more than 120 rooms including faculty offices, teaching and research labs, study areas and conference rooms distributed over 6 floors with more than 100,000 square feet of floor space. The building contracts with Trane for building management.
Rice Hall contains 4 AHUs associated with more than 30 Fan Coil Units (FCU) and 120 VAVs serving the entire building. Besides the conventional HVAC components, the building features several different new air cooling units, including low temperature chilled beams and ice tank-based chilling towers, an enthalpy wheel heat recovery system, and a thermal storage system. The building also contains a smart lighting system including motorized shades, abundant daylight sensors and motion sensors. Rice Hall’s BMS points are easily interpretable for conversion to Brick despite it containing some uncommon equipment such as a heat recovery and thermal storage systems, as part of the building design as an energy-efficient “living laboratory”. Moreover, the set of relationships defined by Brick sufficiently captured how the uncommon equipment related to other components of the HVAC system.

A few of these points, such as Ice Tank Entering Water Temperature Sensor, are specific to Rice Hall among the set of five buildings we examined. Nonetheless, Brick’s structure allows for the clean integration of new tagsets into the hierarchy without disrupting the representation of existing buildings.

5.5.3 Engineering Building Unit 3B at UCSD

The Engineering Building Unit 3B (EBU3B) at University of California, San Diego hosts the department of Computer Science and contains offices, conference rooms, research laboratories, an auditorium and a computer room. The building was constructed in 2004 and has 150,000 square feet of floor space with over 450 rooms. The BMS of EBU3B is provided by Johnson Control Inc., and contains more than 4500 data points, most of which belong to the HVAC system and power metering infrastructure.

The HVAC system consists of a single AHU that supplies conditioned air to 200+ VAV units and some FCUs. There is a CRAC system serving the computer room and there are exhaust fans for all kitchens and restrooms. The HVAC system also consists of Variable Frequency Drives (VFD), valves, heat exchangers and cooling coils to facilitate operation of AHU and CRAC. Brick’s schema provides the necessary tagsets and relationships to account for all of these components and their data points. The university central power plant provides the hot and cold water necessary for the HVAC and domestic hot water system. The corresponding sensors that measure the hot and cold water use were modeled in Brick, but the central plant was left out as it was not part of the building. The building contains meters that measure power consumption of various subsystems: lighting, computer room, HVAC system and elevator. The meters were associated to the corresponding systems with isPointOf relationship as required by the applications.

An issue that arose in mapping EBU3B to Brick was that the AHU supply air was divided into two parts that supplied air to two wings of the building. Brick currently does not provide a means to model this division of supply air which has proven relevant to the diagnosis of various faults. Moving forward, Brick can address this by modeling the AHU discharge air as a resource, which can also help model other concepts such as cold water supply from a central plant. Alternatively, the discharge air can be attributed to the cooling coil that modulates its temperature, and the cooling coil can be said to feed discharge air to the terminal units.
Additionally, EBU3B’s BMS contains data points corresponding to Demand Response events, which exposes an interesting conflation of the representation and operation of the building. Because BMS are typically written as monolithic applications over building-specific representations, they must incorporate external signals such as Demand Response into the set of BMS points. Conversely, Brick decouples the resources and infrastructure of a building from the processes managing the building.

5.5.4 Soda Hall at UC Berkeley

Soda Hall, constructed in 1994, houses the Computer Science Department at UC Berkeley. It comprises mostly of closed small to medium sized office spaces, where either faculty or groups of graduate students sit. The BMS system, provided by the now-defunct Barrington Systems, exposes only the sensors in the HVAC system.

The HVAC system of the building runs on pneumatic controls, and comprises 232 thermal zones. The zones on the periphery of the building have VAVs with reheat, while the other zones do not. For a VAV with reheat, the same control setpoint indicates both the amount of reheat and the amount of air flowing into a zone, by using a proprietary value mapping mechanism. While the value mapping is building-specific, Brick can express the fact that the same sensor controls both the reheat and airflow by labeling the point as a subclass of both reheat and airflow tagsets. The logic for communicating with the point correctly would be handled by some other system; Brick simply identifies the available points.

Unique to the set of buildings presented here, the operational set of Soda Hall’s HVAC components is not static. Soda Hall contains a redundant configuration of chillers, condensers and cooling towers. At any point of time, one of each of these systems is operational, while the others are kept as hot standby. An isolation valve setpoint indicates which of the redundant subsystems is currently operating. Brick completely expressed the redundant subsystem arrangement, but the equipment contained several unique points such as On Timer for the chiller subsystem that had to be added to Brick’s tagsets.

5.5.5 Green Tech House

The Green Tech House (GTH), constructed in 2014, is a 38,000 square feet office building that houses a range of organizations and companies with different business purposes. It is a three-story building containing 50 rooms comprising office spaces, a cafeteria, meeting rooms and bathrooms. GTH’s BMS limits our access to a subset of the available points, so calculations of how well Brick covered the points (Table 5.4) are not applicable.

GTH’s BMS exposes some lighting points, but has a substantially different HVAC system. The HVAC system heats air centrally in order to distribute air to zones with cooling capabilities. Although the building documentation don’t refer to groups of equipment as AHUs or VAVs, equivalents are present.

A single AHU recovers heat from the return air using a rotary heat exchanger. This heat exchanger is the first in a cascade of two between outside air and supply air. Outside and return
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The pressure of return and supply air of the north and south side of the building are measured separately.

AHU heating relies on the second heat exchanger which uses a hot water loop. Additionally, most rooms have either radiators or floor heating. These are supplied by independent hot water loops, heated by district heating.

The main challenge in converting GTH’s points to Brick was accounting for the acute difference in infrastructure compared to Brick’s construction. The current version of Brick assumes that an HVAC system contains VAVs and AHUs, which is not strictly true for GTH. For the purposes of running Brick applications, we mapped GTH’s HVAC components onto Brick’s model; however, this is not an ideal solution. It is not Brick’s goal to disguise the construction of building subsystems, but rather to abstract away the intricacies of subsystem composition between buildings. Future versions of Brick will account for such variation in subsystem equipment and construction.

5.6 Discussion

This chapter has addressed an important open problem that was referenced in [26, 39, 40, 95, 118]—Can there be a building metadata schema that is complete, expressive and usable? Completeness entails that the schema expresses the vast majority of the points found in large commercial buildings that facilities managers thought worthy to include in the BMS tags, as well as the points and relationships necessary for important building applications. Expressiveness entails that the schema’s namespace is well-defined, and one can implement applications using it rather than using the ad-hoc namespace of the particular building. Usability entails that the schema is understandable, and the total amount of work required to convert the existing buildings into the schema is limited and bounded, and can perhaps be automated at a reasonable scale using solutions such as [26] and [40].

We have defined a schema, Brick, that we believe is a strong candidate to solving this open problem. Brick builds upon prior work and introduces a number of novel concepts that we believe addresses this open problem. Brick uses clear tags and tagsets to specify sensors and subsystems in a building. It defines an ontology and a class hierarchy for this list of tags and tagsets. Relationships are represented as triples, which allows us to leverage existing tools to build and query the resulting building representations. Brick proposes Functional Blocks to abstract out complexity but also aid in system composition and hierarchies. Finally, Brick uses the notion of synonyms to equate sensors and subsystems similar in function.

Brick is complete, capturing an average of 98% of BMS data points across five diverse buildings comprising almost 15,700 data points and 615,000 sq-ft of floor space. Brick is expressive, successfully running eight canonical applications on these buildings. Four applications ran on all five buildings, while the remaining applications ran on buildings whose BMS exposed the requisite points. Brick is usable, as converting each of the buildings’ legacy metadata to the normalized schema took no more than 20 man-hours. The resulting schema is understandable and easy to query as shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8.
**Brick** tries to maintain orthogonality in describing tagsets and relationships, i.e. there should be a single straightforward way to describe an entity, collection of entities and their inter-relationships. The functional block model in **Brick** proves very helpful in abstracting out the complexity and heterogeneity of particular subsystems in buildings, while aiding system composition and hierarchies. For instance, functional blocks’ easy replication, instantiation and composition can help **Brick** quickly specify the numerous VAV zones and its associated points in a building. Functional blocks also help hide the subtle differences between complex subsystems such as an AHU.

**Brick** distinguishes itself from other industry standards in the building-metadata domain by virtue of its process of the production of open reference implementations on real buildings serving as a means of evaluating the effectiveness of the solution. Developing a reference standard through such a process has been successful in other fields, most notably the IETF [8] for internet protocols and algorithms. The code, schema, and reference implementations of all the buildings in our testbed are available at [1].

We hope that our solution to this well-defined open metadata problem lays the foundation for industry and academic collaboration to produce bonafide standards that could be transformative in producing energy efficient buildings and portable applications.
Chapter 6

Enabling Non-Trivial Scalable Building Applications

Transformation of the primitive metadata into a common metadata schema yields semantic relationships between the sensors, and enable the development of applications which are portable across the building stock.

The results of such analytics applications may be used to better inform the manual commissioning, or equipment purchase process, and give the facilities manager insights into problems plaguing a building. In this chapter, we describe a few applications that were run unmodified on multiple commercial buildings.

6.1 Simple Diagnostics Applications

Our applications first searched for required sensors in a building, and if matching sensors were found, it proceeded to perform operations on the corresponding data streams.

**Rogue Zones:** A thermal zone (or room) is rogue if its air temperature is constantly above their required setpoints, i.e it requires constant cooling. The air handling unit, in an effort to cool these rogue zones down, tries to circulate as much cold air as it possibly can, leading to energy wastage. Thus, rogue zones are an artifact of poor planning or wrong setpoints, and can be rectified if brought to the attention of a building manager. To find the rogue zones in a building, one needs to search for zone air temp sensors, and for each such sensor, find the corresponding zone air temp setpoint, and check whether the temperature is always more than its respective setpoint (factoring in a tolerance factor of 2F).

**Inefficient Air Handling Units:** A hot rogue zone may drive the air handler to supply air that is too cold, resulting in other zones supplied by the same air handler always being too cold and uncomfortable. It may be possible that fixing some rogue zones might result in other zones being more comfortable. This application requires searching for the the air handling unit ID of each rogue zone, and check if any of the other zones served by the same air handling unit was

---

1Such hot zones are often caused by server/electrical loads
### Hot Rogue Zones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Avg (zone temp – zone setpoint)</th>
<th>Air Handler Id</th>
<th>Zone Temperature Setpoint (F)</th>
<th>Avg Zone Temp (F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>330B</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>82.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>77.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>288</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>73.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Over-cooled Zones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Avg (zone temp – zone setpoint)</th>
<th>Air Handler Id</th>
<th>Zone Temperature Setpoint (F)</th>
<th>Avg Zone Temp (F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>544</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>771.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>71.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300T</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>71.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420A</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>71.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>678</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>67.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>69.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>682</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>67.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>626</td>
<td>-4.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405A</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405B</td>
<td>-5.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>66.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300B</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>68.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>67.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>684</td>
<td>-7.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287</td>
<td>-8.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>61.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1: List of hot and cold rogue zones generated through a scalable building efficiency application on Building 1 in our testbed.

*over-cooled* (i.e. constantly had a lower temperature than its corresponding setpoint factoring in the a tolerance factor of 2°F). This analysis fails to run on buildings where the metadata does not provide enough information to associate thermal zones to its corresponding air handling unit.
Figure 6.2: Evaluation of our portable applications on all 10 buildings in our testbed. (AHU: Air handling units)

Nighttime setback: To save energy, buildings may opt for more conservative temperature and airflow setpoints during non-office hours and weekends. Absence of nighttime setbacks helps identify a simple way to reduce building energy consumption. This analysis searches for setpoints, e.g., zone temp setpoints and verifies whether or not they had reported different data values for office and non-office hours.

6.1.1 Applying Applications on One Building

We present a detailed of one of the buildings in our testbed — Building 1. Figure 6.1 shows the result of our applications on Building 1. This building had more than 1586 sensors, 201 thermal zones and 4 air handling units. Three of the hot zones were served by Air Handler 1, which resulted in a lot of over-cooled zones under the same air handler. We verified with the facilities manager that zone 330B was a communications closet which produced a lot of heat. Air Handling Unit 1 in a best effort to cool this zone down, was over-cooling a whole list of other office spaces, resulting in the occupant discomfort and energy wastage. Also, as can be seen from the table, none of the zones implemented NightTime Setback, which results in further energy wastage.

6.1.2 Porting Application to Other Buildings

Table 6.2 shows the summary of the application of our portable applications on each of the 10 buildings in our dataset. The results show that presence of rogue zones irrespective of the age or BMS of the buildings. Only one building (Building 2) implemented night-time setbacks. We were able to identify two other buildings with the same inefficiency in air handling units as was pointed out in Building 1. Our Identifying Inefficient Air Handling Units could not be run on two buildings because the metadata did not contain enough information to capture the relationship between zones and air handling units.
6.2 Occupancy Detection

Modern commercial buildings are instrumented with thousands of sensors sampling several environmental parameters, including temperature, humidity, pressure, supply air velocity, and damper and valve positions in various locations at regular intervals. These measurements are communicated to a Building Management System (BMS), which monitors building operations and controls indoor climate using nested control loops. Traditionally, most climate control systems use temperature and humidity as primary inputs in determining heating, cooling, and ventilation requirements, assuming constant maximum occupancy [21]. A climate control system that conditions rooms based on their actual usage is indeed more efficient; however, accurate occupancy information is not normally available in a building, and existing approaches aiming to incorporate occupancy into the control loops require retrofitting the building with numerous sensors, which is intrusive, overly costly, and error prone given the scale.

Despite the lack of direct occupancy sensing in most commercial buildings, the large volume of data available through the centralized BMS provides ample opportunities to learn the recurring occupancy pattern of each zone through analyzing the measurements of the variable air volume system (e.g., the damper or reheat valve position sensor) that maintains the zone temperature around its setpoint. The inferred occupancy patterns can be incorporated into the scheduling of each zone, thereby optimizing the HVAC energy consumption. Additionally, abnormalities in the occupancy pattern of a zone over several weeks could potentially indicate a wide range of equipment faults and operational inefficiencies, such as duct leakage, sensor drift, stuck dampers, leaky valves, and improper setpoints, which can be located and addressed by the facilities manager.

This work investigates the possibility of using scalable unobtrusive time series analysis techniques to develop customized per-zone schedules (which dictate night-time setbacks) that incorporate a rough estimate of occupancy obtained from coarse-grained measurements of occupancy indicative sensors available through the BMS. Specifically, we employ a step change detection algorithm for identifying step edges of the occupancy indicative signal, which are then associated with occupancy start and end times, and consider the application of an empirical decomposition technique for removing the effect of noise and other dominant factors. We evaluate the efficacy of these techniques in three large commercial buildings in the United States and show through simulations that huge energy savings can be obtained using simple schedules that can be easily programmed into legacy HVAC systems. Should facilities managers want to further increase the energy savings, we propose adaptive schedules that can track occupancy of each zone for a given tolerance for occupant discomfort. This work was done in collaboration with Omid Ardakanian [19].
6.2.1 Background and Feasibility

A large commercial building’s internal environment is comprised of multiple thermal zones\(^2\). Each thermal zone typically has its own specific operating conditions and performance requirements, and these may vary across zones. For instance, a thermal zone housing a cluster of servers might require low humidity, low temperature and high airflow conditions, whereas a thermal zone comprising an occupant office might require low humidity, moderate temperature and moderate airflow. The environment of each zone is controlled by a different control loop.

The major sources of heat gain and loss in a zone are — (a) heat gain from the presence of occupants\(^3\), (b) heat gain from (possibly) periodic external sources such as solar irradiation, (c) heat gain from internal sources such as servers, displays, incandescent lights, etc, and (d) conduction heat transfer through the external building envelope, or through walls, floor, ceiling, windows, and open doors. The Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system in a building extracts or supplies the balance heating or cooling required to maintain the internal environment of the thermal zone at its specified operating condition.

In this section, we give a short overview of the HVAC system in a building and its associated sensors, how the internal environment of each thermal zone is maintained by various control loops in conjunction with those sensors, provide an intuition as to why it is possible to extract occupancy simply from the HVAC sensors, and make a case for using these occupancy estimates to design smarter schedules to optimize building-wide energy consumption.

**HVAC System**

We study large commercial buildings whose HVAC system comprises central cooling and distributed reheat, which is common in moderate climates yet not universal. Such an HVAC system typically consists of one or more Air Handling Units (AHUs), which supply cool air through ductwork to a large number of Variable Air Volume (VAV) systems, each of which controls the local environment of a thermal zone. If the zone requires cooling to balance the heat gained from occupancy and external sources, the VAV units open its dampers to the required extent to allow cooler air to flow into the zone. Conversely, if a zone requires heating to maintain its operating point, the VAV units reheat the cold air by opening the reheat valve and passing the air through reheat coils, which maybe simple electric heaters or pipes with hot water running through them, before supplying it to a zone.

The heating or cooling action of a VAV unit is determined by a control loop, whose job it is to maintain the temperature of a zone as close to its setpoint as possible, while maintaining the required minimum airflow for its size and occupancy, as specified in ASHRAE standards \[^{21}\]. To do this, the VAV control loop monitors the zone temperature, and actuates the air inflow/outflow dampers and reheat valves of the VAVs. The Building Management System (BMS) typically

---

\(^2\)A thermal zone may comprise a single room, multiple rooms, or may even span floors.

\(^3\)The total heat generated by an average person per hour is 105Wh, almost equivalent of the heat produced by a 100W light bulb \[^{61}\].
Impact of Occupancy on VAV Control

An entry of a human occupant raises the amount of heat load in a zone. This is due to the heat dissipated from the human body as well as the heat generated by appliances that are used by the occupant, collectively known as occupancy-induced loads. The VAV control loop for that zone has to react to this change to maintain operating conditions either by reducing the amount of reheat for the cold air supplying a zone, or by increasing the airflow into a zone. It is this response of the HVAC system that our study aims to measure to determine a rough estimate of when a zone was occupied, and design schedules, which work by implementing night-time setbacks which widen the guard-band the zone temperature is allowed to float in, based on that zone’s occupancy characteristics.

In every thermal zone, at least one sensor (e.g., reheat valve or damper position sensor) reflects this response to the heat load change when an occupant enters or exits the zone. We refer to this sensor as occupancy indicative sensor and its readings constitute occupancy indicative signal. Figure 6.3 illustrates the correlation between the reheat valve position and logged occupancy hours of an office during a week. The office has been occupied during regular office hours, i.e., 8:00am–5:00pm, on all weekdays except for Monday which was a holiday. It can be readily seen that the reheat valve position varies drastically as the occupancy state of the room changes. In particular, the reheat valve closes to a certain extent when the room gets occupied and opens once it becomes empty again, highlighting the potential for detecting occupancy from
the occupancy indicative signal. Note that the reheat valve also closes to a lesser extent on nonworkdays; this can be attributed to conduction heat transfer and solar radiation.

**Saving Energy Wasted due to Reheat**

The AHU and VAV settings often lead to over-cooling of the zones they serve because of two primary reasons. First, since each AHU supplies a large number of zones, the supplied air has to be cooled sufficiently to offset the largest heat gain in the building in a reasonable amount of time. Second, ASHRAE standards regulate the minimum amount of airflow that has to be let into a zone at any point of time. To precisely control the temperature within a zone, VAVs typically have reheat mechanisms which reheat the air so that the zone is not over-cooled.

This over-cooling of the air at central AHUs and subsequent reheating of the air at terminal VAVs at all times, irrespective of occupancy, results in a huge wastage of energy, which could be mitigated by shutting off the dampers or simply not reheating the air when there is no occupancy. However, occupancy sensors are seldom deployed in all zones in legacy buildings, resulting in VAVs and AHUs running on a static and fixed schedule, if any, which leads to huge energy wastage. Hence, applying a schedule based on a rough estimate of occupancy could result in substantial energy savings. Energy could also be saved by reducing flow into unoccupied zones, permitting pressure and temperature resets at the AHU, which we do not evaluate in this work.

**Challenges**

Several confounding effects, such as solar radiation, equipment load, outside air temperature, noise, and other transient effects, contribute to the change of heat load in a zone. Hence, the effect of occupancy is not always pronounced in the occupancy indicative signal, making it extremely difficult to estimate the exact occupancy state of a zone from this signal at a given point in time. However, computing energy-efficient schedules only requires a rough estimate of per-zone occupancy start and end times, which can be obtained using statistical techniques as long as the zone occupancy pattern exhibits some periodicity and the heat emitted by occupants is significant enough compared to the energy delivered by the HVAC system and other sources. Moreover, the longer we observe these confounding effects in a zone, the easier it is for the statistical techniques to weed them out. The occupancy indicative signal can also be passed through a number of filters to remove the noise and other unwanted effects. We expand on these ideas in Section 6.2.2.

**6.2.2 Methodology**

This section describes our methodology for assessing the potential of unobtrusive analytics to obtain a rough estimate of occupancy at the level of individual zones despite the many sources of noise in the underlying signals.
**Testbed**

To demonstrate and evaluate our techniques, we use a testbed comprising three large campus buildings with Building Management Systems installed by different vendors, henceforth referred to as Building 1, 2 and 3. These buildings contain 117, 109 and 270 zones, covering an area of 110,565, 141,000, 305,641 sq.feet, respectively, and comprise mostly faculty and student offices. The zones in these buildings contain respectively 2, 4 and 3 sensors (and multiple other setpoints/command points). Buildings 2 and 3 have local VAV control with local reheat with different sensors and setpoints devoted to controlling air flow and reheat, while Building 1 has a pneumatically controlled VAV where one setpoint is used to control both local reheat and air flow. The data from the zone-based sensors is collected at an approximate sampling rate of one reading every 10 minutes. We run our analysis on three months of data collected between the months of March and June. The occupancy indicative sensors used for the three buildings are — (a) the single pneumatic control sensor in Building 1, (b) air flow sensor in Building 2, (c) the reheat sensor in Building 3.

**Existing Energy Saving Strategies**

Building 2 implemented a setback strategy which allows the temperature to drift when the zones are presumably empty. The nighttime setbacks were in effect every day from 7pm–5am during the time that we were collecting sensor data. The other two buildings neither had a setback strategy nor ran any other building-wide or zone-specific energy saving schedule, mostly due to the critical function of only a small fraction of their zones. More specifically, a subset of zones in Building 3 contain heat-generating equipment that operate uninterruptedly and have strict temperature requirements. These zones are required to be conditioned at all times. Lacking customized per-zone schedules, these buildings are extremely inefficient in terms of energy consumption.

**Ground Truth Data**

In general, we expect that in a large building it will not be possible to groundtruth occupancy of the many zones, but in developing the solution stratified sampling of occupancy is essential. To this end, we manually log the occupancy hours of 7 private and shared offices over the period of two weeks where these rooms are selected from our three buildings such that we have at least one interior and one perimeter zone in each building. The occupants of each room are asked to record on a daily basis the times that they come in and leave, and any time range in between that the room had no occupancy for longer than an hour. In addition to the manual occupancy logging, we have access to a security camera installed in a large lab with a lot of heat-generating equipment. The occupancy hours of that lab are also extracted from the video recordings.
Approach

Our approach is comprised of a few time series analysis techniques that are applied to occupancy indicative signals from our testbed to roughly estimate the occupancy intervals of individual zones as shown in Figure 6.4. These techniques include (a) a data cleansing algorithm for correcting and amending incorrect and incomplete data, (b) an empirical decomposition technique for decomposing a time series into its intrinsic modes and subsequently removing high and low frequency modes that pertain to noise, and diurnal and seasonal effects, (c) a step change detection algorithm for identifying the step changes of a time series, and (d) statistical techniques for calculating apparent occupancy of the zones from their estimated occupancy intervals and comparing the apparent occupancy of different zones. We cluster the zones based on their apparent occupancy and examine the resulting cluster of anomalous zones for potential faults. Various schedules can be computed for the zones that belong to the normal cluster, which are specified in Section 6.2.3. We expand on each of these steps in the following.

Distillation

Distillation is the process of removing outliers from the occupancy indicative signal and correcting erroneous readings. Outliers are detected through comparison with their neighbouring points and substituted with the median of a window of certain length that surrounds them. Apart from data cleansing, in Building 1 where a single sensor monitors both damper and reheat valve, the sensor readings are split into two separate signals, one represents the damper position and the other one represents the reheat valve position. One of these two signals which is more indicative of occupancy is treated as our occupancy indicative signal.
Frequency Decomposition & Filtering

The harmonic components of the occupancy indicative signal that best reveal the zone occupancy pattern can be identified and extracted in the frequency domain. We adopt Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [120], which is an adaptive and a posteriori method for decomposing non-stationary data into intrinsic patterns, trends, and noise with the basis of the decomposition being derived from the data. This iterative algorithm can be applied to decompose a signal into a small number of oscillatory, yet not necessarily uniform components termed *intrinsic mode functions* (IMFs). An IMF contains the same number of extrema and zero-crossings (or they differ at most by one), and at any point the envelopes defined by its local maxima and minima are symmetric with respect to zero. This means that IMFs admit Hilbert transform and the notion of *instantaneous frequency* can be defined for them at any point in time.

Following the technique proposed in [92], we apply a variant of EMD, called Complete Ensemble EMD, to decompose our occupancy indicative signal into a small number of IMF components. Once the instantaneous frequency is computed for each IMF, the IMFs are grouped into low, medium, and high frequency bins based on their average instantaneous frequency. Specifically, the IMFs with an average period greater than 18 hours, between 18 and 2 hours, and less than 2 hours constitute the low, medium, and high frequency bins, respectively. These bins are defined such that the low frequency IMF components capture diurnal and seasonal effects, while the high frequency IMF components mostly capture noise and oscillations of the control system. We then add the medium frequency IMF components to obtain a filtered occupancy indicative signal that can be used instead of the original occupancy indicative signal in the next step. However, our experiments suggest that using filtered occupancy indicative signal does not improve the accuracy of our approach in most zones, implying that a change in

Figure 6.5: The damper position sensor readings of a cafeteria in Building 2 (blue) and upward and downward edges that are detected by Canny edge detector (vertical red lines), representing the occupancy start and end times, respectively.
Figure 6.6: The occupancy indicative signal representing the reheat valve position of a zone over 12 weeks of measurements (top), the intrinsic mode functions, and the trend (bottom) extracted by Complete Ensemble EMD algorithm. The weekends are represented in red.
the occupancy state of a zone produces a detectable signature in the occupancy indicative signal that can be identified, despite the noise and other confounding effects. For this reason, we do not run the edge detector on the filtered signal, but this technique can be used to possibly remove the compounding effects, such as solar heat gain, in buildings where such effects are dominant.

**Step Change Detection**

A significant step-edge\(^4\) in the occupancy indicative signal can be attributed to a change in the occupancy state of the corresponding zone. Thus, detecting these step-edges is key in inferring occupancy. We distinguish two types of step-edges — an *upward step-edge* is a step-edge where the mean of the signal increases after the edge, whereas a *downward step-edge* is the one where the mean of the signal decreases after the edge.

Several step change detection algorithms have been proposed in the literature. In this work, we use Canny edge detection \([46]\) to identify step-edges of occupancy indicative signals. This algorithm has been extensively used in signal processing and computer vision, where it is generally applied to 2D signals, *e.g.*, images. The Canny detection algorithm consists of the following steps: (a) input signal is smoothed by a Gaussian filter, (b) gradient of the smoothed signal is computed, (c) local optima of the gradient of the smoothed signal are found and considered as candidate edges (d) a simple thresholding technique is applied to preserve strong edges among the candidate edges, and (e) weak edges that are linked to the strong edges are added to the set of identified edges. It has been shown that the first derivative of Gaussian kernel is an optimal edge detector in the sense that it approximates the operator that optimizes the product of signal-to-noise ratio and localization \([46]\). To see this, suppose \(S\) is our occupancy indicative signal, \(G\) is a Gaussian filter, \(D\) denotes the differentiation operator, and \(*\) denotes the convolution operator.

\(^4\)A step-edge is defined as an abrupt change in the mean of the signal.
Since convolution is associative, we can write

\[ D \ast (G \ast S) = (D \ast G) \ast S \]

where \( D \ast G \) would be the derivative of Gaussian filter.

We employ a variant of this algorithm which is capable of distinguishing between upward and downward step-edges of time series data. Specifically, the occupancy indicative signal is convolved with the first derivative of Gaussian kernel to produce a local maximum at each upward step-edge and a local minimum at each downward step-edge. The obtained local optima are treated as candidate edges of our occupancy indicative signal, determining the beginning and the end of occupancy periods. To err on the side of caution, we neglect the weaker upward (downward) step-edge if two consecutive local maxima (minima) are detected. Figure 6.5 shows the step-edges of the occupancy indicative signal of a zone in Building 2 detected by Canny edge detector. When the occupancy periods are found, a binary vector is constructed for the inferred occupancy of each zone, where zeros and ones denote unoccupied and occupied states, respectively.

We note that our step-edge detector might pick up a significant edge that is not due to occupancy or miss a true edge that falls below the specified threshold (i.e., a weak edge). These errors will lead to spurious detections; nevertheless, these rough occupancy estimates are reasonably accurate for creating customized per-zone schedules as discussed in Section 6.2.2.

**Computing Apparent Occupancy**

Most zones in a commercial building are expected to have periodic occupancy patterns as people tend to maintain consistent weekly schedules. This periodicity can be leveraged to generate per-zone schedules that repeat every week, can be easily programmed into the building BMS, and will reduce wastage of energy due to reheating the zones that are believed to be empty. Computing such schedules requires having a distribution of the zone occupancy for each day of the week. This can be generated by taking the weekly average of the inferred binary occupancy vector of each zone over a certain number of training weeks. We refer to this as *apparent occupancy* of a zone. Figure 6.8 shows the apparent occupancy of a zone computed using 12 weeks of occupancy indicative sensor readings. The apparent occupancy encodes the probability that a zone is occupied at a given time on a particular day of the week.

**Clustering**

The apparent occupancy of a zone offers a lot of insight into how it is used on each day of the week. For example, a zone whose apparent occupancy peaks between 8am-5pm on weekdays and is zero at other times, is probably an office occupied during regular office hours. In addition to the type and function of a zone, the apparent occupancy can also reveal an equipment fault or a control error. For instance, constant apparent occupancy during the night or throughout the week might imply a stuck damper or actuator, a temperature sensor drifted out of calibration, or improper coefficients defined for the control loop. These potential faults, which contribute to
Figure 6.8: The apparent occupancy of a cafeteria in Building 2 strongly suggests that it has always been closed on weekends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Building 1</th>
<th>Building 2</th>
<th>Building 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>normal zones</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anomalous zones</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mostly unoccupied</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>total</strong></td>
<td><strong>117</strong></td>
<td><strong>109</strong></td>
<td><strong>270</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pct. anomalous zones</td>
<td><strong>5.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>5.7%</strong></td>
<td><strong>39.2%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Size of the clusters formed in each building

energy wastage in commercial buildings, should be detectable from apparent occupancy of the zones.

We divide the zones in a building into two broad categories, namely *anomalous* and *normal* zones, based on their apparent occupancy. To do this, we first identify the zones which are mostly unoccupied, *i.e.*, their apparent occupancy does not exceed 125% of its minimum level more than 90% of the time. These zones are removed from the set of the zones that will be clustered in the next step as they might be confused with anomalous zones. We then use agglomerative hierarchical clustering to group the remaining zones that show a similar pattern in their apparent occupancy between midnight and 6am of each day. Two features are selected to separate these anomalous zones from the rest of the zones: the average, and the peak to average ratio of apparent occupancy between midnight and 6am of each day of the week. We adopt complete-linkage clustering where the distance between two clusters is defined as the maximum distance between their members:

\[ d(C_1, C_2) = \max_{\bar{x} \in C_1, \bar{y} \in C_2} \| \bar{x} - \bar{y} \| \]
The clustering algorithm is stopped when two clusters are formed.
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(a) Zone A in Building 1  
(b) Zone B in Building 1

Figure 6.9: Occupancy indicative signal (green curves), ground truth occupancy intervals (shaded areas), and inferred occupancy intervals (intervals between each pair of vertical red lines) of two offices during a week.

Table 6.1 shows the number of zones that were almost always unoccupied, as well as the number of zones that are clustered as normal and abnormal in each building. The unoccupied zones together with the normal zones are considered for applying energy-efficient schedules and the anomalous zones will be inspected by the facilities manager to locate, diagnose, and possibly correct the faults. Note that Building 3 has a large number of zones housing biotechnology laboratories that must be cooled at all times. This results in their reheat valve being closed almost always, which translates into high apparent occupancy throughout the day, explaining the high percentage of anomalous zones in this building.

In an attempt to evaluate the clustering results and map atypical occupancy patterns to the known faults, the anomalous zones in Building 3 are checked with the facilities manager. These anomalous zones fall into four categories — (a) zones that contain heavy heat-generating equipment and therefore do not use any local reheat, e.g., zones containing electron microscopes and pumps, (b) zones that are supposed to be kept at an extremely cold temperature, e.g., zones containing freezers and microbial cultures, (c) corridors and closets which do not house occupants, and (d) faulty zones including a zone with stuck damper, two neighboring zones which exhibited simultaneous heating and cooling, and a zone where the occupants keep heat-generating equipment right next to the zone temperature sensor.

**Evaluation**

Full validation of the proposed unobtrusive occupancy detection approach is impractical owing to the lack of pervasive occupancy monitoring in our three commercial buildings. Relying on our knowledge of the approximate occupancy pattern of the zones to validate this approach will also be anecdotal. In light of this, we attempt to sanity check the occupancy hours identified by this approach and assess its efficacy in creating reasonable occupancy schedules through (a) matching the ground truth occupancy to the inferred occupancy intervals of the 8 zones where ground truth data were available, and (b) comparative analysis of the overall weekday and weekend occupancy profile of the buildings in our testbed.
Figure 6.10: The average weekday occupancy of Buildings 1, 2, and 3 estimated over three months. The shaded boundary of each curve shows the 95% confidence interval of the average number of occupied zones divided by the total number of zones in that building.

Figure 6.9 depicts measurements of the reheat valve position of two of these zones over the period of one week, the ground truth occupancy of these zones, and the identified occupancy intervals. It can be observed that our approach successfully identifies all occupancy intervals, and the inferred start and end times are within a few hours from the actual occupancy start and end times. These errors will not impact the inferred occupancy schedule of a zone since we have several weeks of measurements and exploit percentile statistics to define the schedules (described in Section 6.2.3) rather than choosing the earliest start the latest end times that are detected, which are more sensitive to noise and spurious occupancy detections.

We now inspect the aggregate occupancy profile of the zones within a building. Figure 6.10 shows the average number of zones that are identified as occupied on weekdays in a building, normalized by the total number of zones in that building, and the upper and lower 95% confidence limits. We see that at least 40%, 75%, and 67% of the zones are unoccupied at any time in Buildings 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Furthermore, the total number of occupied zones is higher between 4-6pm than any other time intervals in Buildings 1 and 2, while Building 3 reaches its maximum occupancy just before noon.

Figure 6.11 shows the start and end times of apparent weekday and weekend occupancy of the zones in Building 2, where the start and end times are defined as the 10th percentile and the 90th percentile of start times and end times, respectively. It also shows the number of times a

---

5The identified occupancy intervals and ground truth occupancy data were in agreement in the other 6 zones, but we do not show these graphs due to space constraint.
zone has been occupied at a particular time on a weekday or a weekend. Note that the vertical lines represent the average start and end times of the identified occupancy intervals. It can be seen that (1) several zones have never been occupied on weekends, (2) the zones were occupied on average for a longer period of time on weekdays than weekends, and (3) the average start time of occupancy intervals moves toward the afternoon on weekends as compared to weekdays, implying that people who come to their office on weekends tend to arrive later than the time they usually arrive on weekdays. These observations are perfectly reasonable for our buildings and suggest that rough occupancy estimates of the zones can serve the purpose of computing zone-specific schedules as discussed next.

6.2.3 Energy Savings Potential

An HVAC schedule to control the period of operation of a VAV can be programmed into a building’s BMS. Most commercial buildings work on a fixed schedule, if any. These schedules are set using the facilities manager’s intuition and apply to all thermal zones regardless of their occupancy pattern. For instance, a facilities manager may arbitrarily decide that the HVAC system should maintain the environment comfortable between 6am and 11pm on weekdays. These schedules are, by design, conservative, because the facilities manager does not want to sacrifice occupants’ comfort when they are present in the building.

We use the apparent occupancy profile for each thermal zone computed in Section 6.2.2 to develop possible VAV operation schedules, and compute the aggregate energy savings that can be obtained in a building. We report two metrics for each schedule in our experiments: Percentage Energy Saved on Reheat, and Percentage Occupant Comfort Violations.

The Percentage Energy Saved on Reheat is the ratio, averaged over all zones in a building, of the amount of reheat used during the operation of a VAV under a schedule to a baseline when no schedule was in operation. When a schedule is not in operation, we assume the reheat energy used is zero. If a computed schedule mis-estimates occupancy, we consider the period of operation of the VAV to be the union of the apparent occupancy and schedule operation interval. Note that we do not report the overall building energy savings because we do not model the other aspects of HVAC energy consumption (such as AHU energy usage), and the buildings in our testbed did not provide fine-grained energy measurements for the HVAC system.

The Percentage Occupant Comfort Violations quantifies the mismatch between a schedule and actual occupancy, and is computed as the ratio, averaged over all zones, of the period of time a schedule mis-estimated occupancy to the total duration of our study, i.e., 3 months. Note that the schedule violations are only approximate since we do not consider the time that it takes to bring the zone temperature back to its setpoint when a schedule starts and the time that it takes for the zone temperature to deviate from the setpoint when a schedule ends.

These two metrics expose a trade-off space for a facilities manager. A schedule could be overly aggressive and condition a zone only when there is a strong guarantee of occupancy. This

---

6In our testbed, only one building operated on a schedule where the VAVs maintained a zone’s environment comfortable from 6am–11pm.

7That is if a schedule starts after or ends before a period of apparent occupancy.
Figure 6.11: Occupancy profiles of Building 2 summarize the rough occupancy estimate of every zone in this building. Each horizontal line depicts the apparent occupancy of a zone and its 10th percentile and 90th percentile of start time and end time distributions, and vertical red lines represent the average occupancy start and end times of all zones. The darker a point is, the greater would be the number of days that the corresponding zone has been occupied at that particular time over the observation period.

would lead to higher energy savings at the expense of increasing the number of times an occupant arrives to find her zone unconditioned. On the other extreme, too conservative a schedule could ensure that zones are always conditioned when occupants are even remotely likely to be present, achieving much lower energy savings but resulting in much happier occupants.

As Figure 6.11 shows, occupancy of zones varies widely, and hence having a single building-
Energy Savings of Static Schedules

Static schedules are easy to implement in a commercial building, requiring only a one-time effort by a certified technician or domain expert to program the building BMS. In this subsection, we explore two kinds of static schedules —

- **Naive Schedule**: This schedule ensures that a VAV is operated during normal business hours, and only on weekdays. In our experiment, we evaluate the energy savings of a building under a predefined naive schedule where HVAC zones would only be conditioned from 6am-11pm on weekdays.

- **Learned Static Schedule**: This schedule is based on actual inferred zone occupancy data over a short period of time. Most existing BMS solutions allow for limited storage/trend capacity for HVAC sensor data, making such an analysis feasible. In our experiment, we learn per-zone schedules from a randomly chosen two-week duration of data.

Table 6.2 shows the results of simulating these two schedules on the three buildings in our testbed. Building 1 and Building 3 save roughly the same percentage of energy in reheat using either schedule. However, the percentage of occupant comfort violations is an order of magnitude higher under the Naive Schedule as compared to the Learned Static Schedule. This is because a Naive Schedule applies the same schedule across all zones and hence cannot account for the heterogeneity in occupancy periods across zones. Also a Naive Schedule assumes the building is unoccupied during weekends, when that may not be the case. For Building 2, the energy saved by the Learned Static Schedule is 20 percent higher than a Naive Schedule while resulting in a nearly similar percentage of occupant comfort violations. Building 2’s occupancy for all zones on weekdays are mostly centered around normal occupancy hours (refer to Figure 6.11a). However, most occupants come in later than 6am and leave much earlier than 11pm, resulting in the Naive Schedule saving much lesser energy than a simple schedule that learned this pattern over the period of two weeks, while achieving the same percentage of comfort vi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Reheat Energy Savings</th>
<th>Violations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learned Static</td>
<td>Naive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>57.2%</td>
<td>52.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>57.0%</td>
<td>37.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>47.9%</td>
<td>49.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Energy saved on reheat and occupant comfort violations for two static schedules
lations. The building is sparsely occupied on weekends (as evident from the light shades in Figure 6.11b), which does not lead to comfort violations under the Naive Schedules.

![Image](image.png)

Figure 6.12: Energy Savings on Reheat and Occupant Comfort Violations for three different levels of aggressiveness and different durations of training window (WND=1, 4, and 8 weeks) for three adaptive schedules. In general, higher energy savings and lower violations are favored.

**Energy Savings of Adaptive Schedules**

A building occupancy profile may change over time resulting in static schedules that do not provide optimal energy savings. In this subsection, we explore adaptive schedules which adjust the schedule timings based on the apparent occupancy of each zone in a sliding window that spans a fixed time interval in the past. Such schedules are capable of tracking the variable occupancy pattern of a zone.

Given historical data and the time series analysis techniques introduced in the previous section, we can obtain the empirical distribution function of the identified start and end times of apparent occupancy of every zone. This data, together with two adjustable parameters (a) the **aggressiveness** of the start and end times of the per-zone schedule, (b) the length of **training**
window used for learning the schedules, gives a more sophisticated way to model the potential energy savings in a building. The aggressiveness metric would determine which percentile of the start (end) times distribution would be used as the schedule’s start time (end time). This is a parameter the facilities managers can adjust depending on the amount of energy savings they are willing to achieve and their tolerance for occupant discomfort. The size of the sliding window determines the amount of training data available for estimating the start and end time distributions of the apparent occupancy of a zone. The larger the window, the better the estimate of schedule timings is expected to be, provided that the actual zone occupancy is stationary during this window.

We explore three types of adaptive schedules —

- **Weekly Schedule**: A single schedule would be in operation for the entire week.

- **Per-Day Schedule**: A different schedule is calculated for each specific day of the week. This helps capture day-specific occupancy patterns, e.g., in the case that the occupant works from home on Fridays.

- **Weekday-Weekend (WW) Schedule**: A single schedule would be in operation on weekdays and a different one would be in operation on weekends. This schedule is expected to result in more energy savings in zones that are mostly unoccupied on weekends.

Figure 6.12 shows the results of applying these three schedules on the buildings in our testbed for different levels of aggressiveness and different duration of the training window. The following observations can be made based on these results— First, the Weekday-Weekend schedules offer a sweet-spot between the two other schedules. Applying a Weekday-Weekend schedule saves more energy than a Weekly Schedule which does not take into account the inherent difference in occupancy over weekends, and saves less energy than a Per-Day Schedule; however, it results in remarkably lower percentage of occupant comfort violations than Per-Day Schedules. Second, while Weekly Schedules save less energy than Per-Day Schedules, they also result in lower comfort violations. This is expected as Per-Day Schedules are computed over lesser training data as compared to the other schedules. Third, the increase in the duration of the training window results in better occupancy estimates and hence lower occupant comfort violations and lesser energy savings. Finally, increasing the aggressiveness of a schedule generally leads to larger energy savings but larger occupant comfort violations as well.

Figure 6.13 shows the average occupancy profile of Building 1 along with its 95% confidence interval represented by a shaded band around it, and the normalized aggregate energy consumed to reheat all the zones over our period of observation, i.e., when no schedule was in effect. It can be seen from the comparison of the shape of these two curves that a lot of energy is wasted to reheat the building overnight when it is mostly unoccupied. If a Per-Day or Weekly schedule is applied, the resultant reheat energy consumption profile almost resembles the occupancy profile.

---

8 If the xth percentile is used for determining the schedule start time, (100-x)th percentile is used for determining its end time.
Figure 6.13: Weekday occupancy profile of Building 1 (y-axis on the right) and the normalized energy consumption of the building due to reheat at the present time (no schedule), and under Per-Day and Weekly schedules using 8 weeks of training data. The energy consumption profiles are normalized by the maximum energy consumption that was recorded when the building does not run a schedule. The potential energy saved on reheat for a given schedule is the area between its curve and the baseline No-Schedule curve.

This indicates that (1) these schedules do reflect the occupancy of each zone and (2) most energy savings come from closing the reheat valve during the night.

Trade-offs in Schedule Complexity

There is a three-way trade-off between complexity of schedules, their energy savings potential, and their occupancy comfort violations. A hypothetical per-zone scheduler that relies on an oracle that accurately predicts occupancy hours of the zones will attain maximum energy savings and minimum violations. Since the prescribed schedules must be updated every day, this would be the most difficult one to implement. On the other hand, static schedules are the easiest to implement; however, they lead to a considerable number of violations unless the occupancy pattern of the zones is highly predictable and time invariant. Adaptive schedules are expected to be better in terms of occupant comfort violations and can also result in higher saved energy on reheat, though they are more difficult to apply than the static schedules.
Interestingly, the Static Learned Schedules seem to be the sweet spot for our testbed. In particular, they achieve more than 48% reduction in reheat energy consumption across the buildings, while resulting in less than 3% violations. This implies that the occupancy pattern of the zones across the three buildings is stationary over these three months; hence, the random choice of the training weeks does not cause significant violations. Sophisticated adaptive schedules could achieve between 37%–76% energy savings, and between 1%–8% comfort violations across the buildings.

6.2.4 Related Work

In recent years, substantial efforts have been devoted to reducing the demand of residential and commercial buildings by adding intelligence to appliances, optimizing HVAC controls, and detecting faults in buildings. The knowledge of occupancy, at different scales, is essential to achieve the energy saving targets with imperceptible impact on building operations and human comfort. This has given rise to many systems designed for sensing occupancy of the spaces within a home or a commercial building.

The extensive body of literature on building occupancy monitoring can be classified into two categories: methods that require deployment of additional sensors and those that leverage existing infrastructure. The intrusive methods, which are the former category, aim at sensing occupancy by fusing data from one or multiple types of sensors, including passive infrared (PIR) motion sensors, carbon-dioxide (CO\(_2\)) sensors, temperature sensors, cameras, magnetic reed switches, acoustic sensors, differential pressure sensors, and plug-in electricity meters [174, 171, 152, 13, 74, 129, 85, 145, 35, 126]. For instance, Dong et al. [74] deploy multiple sensors (acoustic, CO\(_2\), light, and motion) to estimate the number of occupants and occupancy duration using Hidden Markov Models. These methods require retrofitting buildings with dedicated hardware for occupancy detection, posing several challenges from sensor placement and calibration to ensuring that the sensors have a reliable network connection and power supply.

To address these limitations, several methods have been proposed that leverage existing infrastructure to estimate occupancy. Specifically, WiFi access points, smart meters, HVAC sensors, and calendar feeds are used to infer occupancy. These methods are scalable, more affordable, and less intrusive. For example, an occupancy-based HVAC actuation system is developed in [28] relying on inferred occupancy from WiFi network logs and building occupant metadata. The system has a false negative detection rate of 6.2% in personal spaces and achieves savings of 17.8% in HVAC energy consumption of a commercial building. However, the proposed occupant inference algorithm assumes that smart phones are continuously connected to the wireless network, requires information about all wireless capable devices used by an occupant, and does not apply to shared spaces, e.g., meeting rooms and lobbies.

Coarse-grained electricity data produced by smart meters are used to infer home occupancy in [51]. Using a simple threshold-based algorithm that detects changes in three statistical metrics of smart grid data, namely average, standard deviation, and range, the authors generated a continuous track of daytime household occupancy. This approach does not require any training data for occupancy and appliance loads. In a similar line of work, home occupancy is detected from
smart meter data using a supervised learning algorithm [136]. Using 35 features and various classifiers, the authors reported a detection accuracy between 83%-94% in five households. The major drawback of both approaches is that they cannot be readily applied to large commercial buildings with many zones and a vast number of appliances.

In recent work, measurements of environmental signals, such as CO\textsubscript{2} concentration, room temperature, and ventilation actuation levels are used to estimate the occupancy levels [76]. Despite the novelty of this approach, it requires a burdensome initial training phase to relate the number of occupants with the CO\textsubscript{2} concentration level. Moreover, CO\textsubscript{2} sensor readings are often not available in HVAC systems. Existing computing and security infrastructure in commercial buildings is also exploited in [103] to infer occupancy. In particular, the authors use minutely data collected from area access badges, WiFi access points, calendars, and instant messaging clients for occupancy estimation. In most commercial buildings, this information is not available for all zones and therefore cannot be incorporated into the HVAC control. Finally, a simple HVAC optimization application is implemented in [67] that uses only time of day and calendar feed to estimate room occupancy and adjust the ventilation rate as a function of the number of people in a room.

Aswani et al. [22] also employ semi-parametric regression to estimate the heat load from occupancy, equipment, and solar radiation using measurements of the zone temperature and VAV control signals. This approach cannot separate the effect of occupancy from heat-generating equipment, solar heating, and noise, rendering it of limited practical value. Moreover, model parameter estimation for every single zone is error prone.

### 6.2.5 Conclusions

We investigates the potential of unobtrusive occupancy detection techniques to produce a rough estimate of occupancy at the level of individual zones from coarse-grained measurements of the VAV system. Our experiments on three large commercial buildings over a period of three months corroborate that the estimated occupancy patterns are sufficiently accurate to compute customized per-zone schedules that can significantly reduce the energy consumption of the VAV systems with only a small number of occupant comfort violations. The proposed approach can be readily applied to any building with a BMS that archives data from HVAC sensors, thereby enabling facilities managers to quantify and explore the complexity, comfort, and energy savings trade-off. The plausibility of our results underlines that much value can be extracted from existing building data streams through careful analytics and justifies the effort to collect ground truth data on a reasonably large set of buildings where occupancy sensors are pervasive. Such a data set could further validate and refine the proposed techniques.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Contributions

The techniques developed in this thesis answered the question of how to deploy applications scalably across diverse smart-buildings comprising large apriori deployed sensor networks, each set up with deployment-specific, obscure metadata. We presented techniques to normalize the existing metadata of such deployments into a common namespace, designed a common namespace schema which can capture all required sensors and relationships, and then demonstrated the wide array of applications which could exploit the resulting normalized metadata schema and run unmodified across smart-buildings.

Specifically, we make five major contributions in this thesis. First, we design an empirical criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of existing smart-building metadata schemas. Prior schemas, as well as newly proposed ones can now get a score on each of the metrics we laid out, which are (1) completeness, (2) ability to capture relationships, and (3) flexibility and ease-of-use. This contribution helps eliminate subjective comparisons of smart-building metadata schemas, and provides a firm grounding to evaluate the efficacy of schemas going forward. We show that all of the existing popular existing metadata schemas (Project Haystack, Industry Foundation Classes, and Semantic Sensor Webs) fall well short of solving the metadata challenges in smart-buildings.

Second, we develop techniques to transform legacy metadata of building sensors to a normalized schema. We showed how to circumvent the inherent challenges of parsing the inconsistent and noisy structure of legacy metadata via an automated synthesis technique coupled with data-driven clustering and classification. Our technique can transform legacy metadata into a well-formed representation using a small number of examples from an expert, e.g., the building manager. The transformation to such a namespace yields semantic relationships between sensors, which enables analytics applications to be deployed without a priori building-specific knowledge. We demonstrated that our technique is robust and achieves full sensor qualification for all sensors for 3 different buildings sensor systems, even when presented with obscure and noisy metadata tags. Our technique takes very few examples to fully normalize the most
commonly occurring sensors (24, 15 and 43 examples for the three buildings in our testbed for qualifying 70% of the tags).

Third, we presented a technique to capture missing sensor/subsystem relationships in a smart-building using active perturbations of relevant subsystems and performing a voting-based analysis on the resulting data. Our perturbation technique is totally transparent to building occupants and can correctly identify missing functional relationships in roughly 80% of the cases.

Fourth, we developed and defined a schema, Brick, that we believe is a strong candidate to solving uniform metadata standards problem. Brick builds upon prior work and introduces a number of novel concepts that we believe addresses this open problem. Brick has an underlying graphical data model, and defines nodes and edges to capture all possible sensor information and relationships in smart-buildings. Brick uses clear tags and tagsets to specify sensors and subsystems in a building. It defines an ontology and a class hierarchy for this list of tags and tagsets. Relationships are represented as triples, which allows us to leverage existing tools to build and query the resulting building representations. Brick proposes Functional Blocks to abstract out complexity but also aid in system composition and hierarchies. Finally, Brick uses the notion of synonyms to equate sensors and subsystems similar in function. Brick is complete, capturing an average of 98% of BMS data points across five diverse buildings comprising almost 15,700 data points and 615,000 sq-ft of floor space. Brick is expressive, successfully running eight canonical applications on these buildings. Four applications ran on all five buildings, while the remaining applications ran on buildings whose BMS exposed the requisite points.

Finally, we showed a diverse set of applications, ranging from simple diagnostics, e.g. finding errant rogue zones, finding stuck dampers and identifying inefficient air handling units, to complex occupancy modeling which can now be run at scale, thanks to normalized metadata of sensors across smart-buildings. We demonstrate the results of each of the applications on multiple diverse buildings, each comprising 1000s of sensors.

7.2 Future Work

There are several avenues of research which were not addressed in this thesis. Although we proposed a normalized metadata Brick schema which satisfies certain empirical objectives and techniques to augment transform legacy existing sensor metadata in millions of buildings, making this process efficient still requires additional work. There is a need to perform usability studies with human experts, to devise intuitive ways to enable them navigate through the large building datasets (related research efforts include [37, 155]) and come up with techniques to help the expert and make our system robust to errors in the expert’s input. Brick also needs an equivalent of a model-checker to ensure the correctness of the generated metadata. Manually debugging why certain applications were not running on certain buildings in our case study required quite a bit of effort, and the answer was invariably some error in translating existing labels to tags/tagsets, misuse of tags when they should not have been used, or expressing semantically wrong relationships.
Even though our testbed comprised of 10s of buildings comprising different vendors, sub-systems and geographic locations, scaling these techniques to even larger scale will probably require modifications to the schema, and additional techniques to normalize their existing metadata. How to choose the right metadata constructs and the right set of techniques to normalize legacy metadata in each particular setting is still an open question.

Third, our metadata schema proposal is mostly aimed at providing a uniform namespace for applications that do not require detailed simulation of a building. Building simulators require more information than simply sensors and their inter-relationships and this information needs to be scraped from other information sources, such as blueprints and user manuals. Devising a way to feed the data obtained through our model back into the detailed simulation tools will not only lead to better adoption our proposed schemas, but also mitigate a lot of the data modeling concerns in the simulation tools.

Finally, on the systems side we need to enable transparent deployment of applications on both existing BMS systems and novel sensor network deployments. Often commercial buildings have a mix of both, and effectively and seamlessly navigating this heterogeneity in sensor interaction and data collection requires further research. Also, this thesis does not deal with provenance, versioning and data integrity issues that arise out of changes in metadata that arise in a building’s lifecycle. Additionally, we need to address data associated with occupants and their interaction with building sensors as a first-class citizen in the building information plane, something that was not addressed in this work.
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